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Abstract
There is a constant need for improvement in nuclear particle de-
tection methods. Silicon surface barrier detectors have proved very
valuable during the last decades. Diamond is a viable alternative to
silicon as a semiconductor detector. It offers significant advantages
over silicon due to its high radiation hardness and low drift currents.
A Coulomb-excitation study has been carried out at TRIUMF us-
ing a 59.7 MeV 12C beam impinging on a 194Pt target. The particles
underwent elastic Rutherford scattering in the target, and a double
sided silicon S3 CD detector was used to measure the resulting par-
ticle energy spectra. These spectra were simulated in GEANT4 and
compared to the experimental results. Subsequently, the silicon was
replaced with diamond and the simulation was repeated. Such simula-
tions of particle energy spectra, properly incorporating elastic Ruther-
ford scattering, have not been carried out with GEANT4 before.
An accurate simulation of the elastic peak obtained from particle
spectra will provide a methodology for applying particle-gamma coin-
cidence techniques. The study of the inelastic peak in 12C and similar
nuclei will benefit from such developments. Such simulations will also
offer high energy calibration points for the experimental data, and the
possibility of testing the experimental conditions including the target
thickness, beam energy, and linearity of electronic modules (e.g. the
preamplifier).
The simulation offered results comparable to the experimental case.
GEANT4 was found to simulate the Rutherford cross sections at spe-
cific scattering angles as well as the position of the simulated energy
peaks accurately when compared with the experimental case. As ex-
pected, the experimentally obtained particle energy spectra displayed
more broadening than the simulated spectra, though the shape of the
peaks were very similar.
The simulation of the double sided diamond detector was a tenta-
tive first step in its testing as a particle detector. The sophisticated
methods required to properly simulate and test diamond for nuclear
physics experiments were not implemented. This simulation may serve
as a starting point for further testing of diamond detectors, using ad-
vanced simulation techniques.
i
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
A remarkable feature of atomic nuclei, particularly for those along or close
to the valley of stability, is their ability to adopt different shapes for a small
cost in energy compared to their total binding energy (see figure 1). Nu-
clear shapes are important for understanding phenomena such as beta decay,
shape coexistence, and collective nuclear motion. Nuclear shapes can be
determined using Coulomb excitation reactions at energies well below the
Coulomb barrier so as to avoid unknown nuclear excitations.
Figure 1: The different shapes and configurations of 186Pb. [6].
The spectroscopic quadrupole moment, or the nuclear charge distribution
in the laboratory frame, of excited states with angular momenta J 6= 0 or
±1/2 can be determined using the reorientation effect, RE, which generates
a time-dependent hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels [1]. This spec-
troscopic quadrupole moment gives a measure of the charge distribution of
the nucleus, and hence describes its deviation from a spherical shape [3].
The population of different magnetic substates in the beam (target) nucleus,
through the time-dependent electric-field gradient of the target (beam), de-
pends on the particular spectroscopic quadrupole moment, either enhancing
or inhibiting the asymmetry of the angular distribution of the de-excitation
gamma-rays. This change in the angular distribution as a function of the
scattering angle θ of the incident beam provides a spectroscopic probe for
the measurement of the spectroscopic quadrupole moment.
1
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION
A relevant point regarding RE measurements of accelerated ions is the use
of high-Z targets, which enhances the RE because of the stronger time-
dependent field gradient. The combination of accelerated beams of physical
interest and heavy targets yield higher statistics and a more precise measure-
ment of the nuclear charge distribution. Hence, the relevance of developing
new beams and particle-detection techniques with large and precise angular
coverage to accommodate new nuclear physics research at facilities such as
iThemba LABS.
Figure 2: Typical particle energy spectra for the innermost ring (top) and
outermost ring (bottom) with and without an energy sharing condition [2].
Collective states, mainly, are populated in Coulomb-excitation reactions,
with the nucleus being excited from the ground state. Typical cross sections
yield relatively small inelastic peaks for these excited states compared to the
overwhelming elastic peak. Figure 2 shows the particle energy spectra of a
194Pt(10Be,10Be∗)194Pt∗ reaction at 41 MeV used for particle-γ coincidence
measurements with doubled sided silicon detectors. A typical feature of semi-
conductor detectors is the noise associated with charge sharing between the
active layers and the dead layers in the detector. The double sided silicon CD
detector enables a typical energy sharing condition of | Ering−Esector |≤ 350
keV which permits a good identification of the 2+1 inelastic peak at 3,368 keV
in 10Be. The reduction of the background noise due to this condition is shown
in figure 2. The increase in scattering angle results in the peak (bottom spec-
trum) being at lower energy, broadened significantly and having fewer counts.
2
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION
For an accurate characterization of the inelastic peak in such particle energy
spectra, a detailed understanding of the shape and position of the elastic
peaks through the different angular ranges in the silicon detector is impor-
tant. This work aims at simulating the elastic peaks of an incident 12C
beam through a 3 mg/cm2 194Pt target at different angular coverages in a
doubled-sided S3 silicon detector using GEANT4 [12] and comparing these
simulations with previous experimental work at TRIUMF [11].
Figure 3: Gamma-ray energy spectra obtained by application of
an inelastic-peak gate through particle-γ coincidence techniques (top
panel) [2], and an example of a γ-ray spectrum without any particle
tagging condition (bottom panel). The overwhelming background in
the latter shows the power of the particle-γ coinicidence technique.
The first practical reason for an accurate simulation of the elastic peak is to
be able to avoid reaction products arising from the elastic peak (e.g. from
3
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION
the natSi(12C, X) fusion-evaporation reaction, where X are the evaporated
particles), which would permit a cleaner coincidence condition by precisely
tagging in the region of interest in the particle spectra. As shown in figure 3,
this coincidence technique yields clean γ-ray spectra for oﬄine data analy-
sis. For this purpose, a good simulation of the shape of the elastic peak is
required. A second relevant point concerns the experimental conditions: an
accurate simulation of the elastic peak centroids will permit testing devia-
tions in the beam energy, target thickness and electronics performance. For
example, the linearity of the preamplifiers within its characteristic energy
range may be tested since the extrapolation of a typical α-source calibration
toward higher energies may be inaccurate due to a nonlinearity of the pream-
plifiers at the high beam energies involved in Coulomb-excitation studies. In
any case, the increasing stopping powers involved for larger apparent thick-
nesses as the ring angular coverage increases and an accurate reproduction
of elastic Rutherford scattering have to be simulated accurately for these
purposes.
Figure 4: A position spectrum for 53 MeV 12C incident on
208Pb (top panel), including both elastic- and inelastic-scattering
peaks, and a plot extracted from a similar spectrum, but at 56
MeV, for the relevant excitation energies (bottom panel) [5].
4
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION
The deformation of the 12C nucleus is an important quantity for understand-
ing the structure of light nuclei. For example, α-clustering models predict the
ground state of 12C to be oblate. Early calculations of 12C deformations have
ranged from spherical to strongly oblate [10]. The most accurate value of the
spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the first excited state of 12C, Qs(2
+
1 ),
was determined through the use of the RE [5]. In this case however, only
particle energy spectra were used, which accounts for the large uncertainty
in the value (Qs(2
+
1 )= +0.06(3) eb). The effect of the overwhelming elastic
peak can be seen in figure 4. The poor definition of the peak corresponding
to the 2+1 state in
12C is also evident. Through the use of particle-γ coinci-
dence techniques, a more accurate measurement of Qs(2
+
1 ) in
12C is expected.
GEANT4 simulations of the elastic peak offer the possibility of refining the
techniques of making such a measurement.
The design and use of diamond semiconductor detectors for particle detection
is an ongoing area of research. Due to irradiation, semiconductor detectors
only operate for a certain lifetime. Along with several other benefits, the
radiation hardness, and hence lifetime, of diamond is greater than that of sil-
icon [19]. Particle detection used for particle-γ coincidence techniques would
thus benefit from the development of diamond detectors. A first attempt
at simulating a diamond detector system with a geometry identical to the
double sided silicon S3 detector through GEANT4 simulation techniques is
presented in this work.
In conclusion, an accurate simulation of particle spectra will benefit any
future experiments at iThemba LABS involving particle-γ coincidence mea-
surements – either understanding shape coexistence and nuclear chirality or
determining the photon strength function and nuclear lifetimes.
5
 
 
 
 
2 SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS
2 Semiconductor Detectors
Silicon detectors are the most widely used semiconductors for charged parti-
cle detection. Their applications range from the detection of leptons, quarks,
gluons, gauge bosons and the search for the Higgs boson on the scale of
< 10−20m and extend to investigations on the scale of the entire Universe
(> 1028m). In between these extreme scales, they are used in Nuclear Physics
experiments, Crystallography and Medical Physics. The GEANT4 simula-
tion described in section 4 uses a silicon CD detector to measure the energy
and position of the scattered beam particle from the recoiling target. In this
section, the principle of operation and theory of semiconductor detectors [34]
is presented along with the description of a silicon S3 CD detector.
2.1 Theory of Semiconductor Particle Detectors
Semiconductor detectors are made of crystalline semiconductor materials
such as silicon or germanium. They are widely used in nuclear physics and
particle physics for the detection of traversing charged particles or the ab-
sorption of photons. Semiconductors are defined as insulators with small
forbidden band gaps. The operating principle behind silicon and germanium
detectors is identical, but germanium is more widely used for gamma-ray de-
tection. Crystal type detectors systems were first explored in the 1930s [34],
but were only available commercially since the 1960s. The basic operating
principle in semiconductors detectors is analogous to that of gas ionization
devices, but the solid-state semiconductor holds several advantages such as
greater energy resolution, faster response times and greater stopping power.
2.1.1 Band Theory of Solids
In a solid such as silicon, the lattice structure of crystalline materials creates
a periodic potential that exhibits two energy bands that participate in the
electrical conductivity of the material. The energy gap between these two
bands, the conduction band and the valence band, determines whether the
material is classified as a conductor, semiconductor or insulator. Figure
5 schematically represents this structure of a valence band, a “forbidden”
energy gap and a conduction band for a hypothetical insulator, conductor
and semiconductor. The electrons in the valence band are tightly bound
and not free to move, whereas the electrons in the conduction band have
enough energy to move through the entire crystal and thus contribute to the
electrical conductivity of the material.
6
 
 
 
 
2 SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS
Figure 5: The energy band structure in various materials.
The aforementioned energy bands are not actually continuous energy levels.
Because of the close, periodic arrangement of the atoms in the crystal, the
electron wavefunctions overlap to cause many discrete energy levels that are
so closely spaced that they can be considered to be continuous. The Pauli
exclusion principle forbids more than one electron in the same state, and this
causes the degeneracy in the outer atomic shells to break and form many dis-
crete energy levels that are only slightly separated from each other. There
are thus as many energy levels as there are pairs of electrons in the crystal.
This degeneracy breaking does not affect the inner atomic levels however,
since they are screened from each other.
The size of the band gap is determined by the lattice spacing between the
atoms in the material. This spacing is therefore dependent on the tempera-
ture and pressure of the material. For germanium, the band gap is very small
at room temperature, and the electrons are excited from the valence band
to the conduction band too easily which results in too much electrical noise
for useful spectroscopic data. It is for this reason that germanium detectors
need to be cooled down considerably [35]. For an insulator,this gap is large,
typically 5 eV or more, whereas a substance behaves like a semiconductor
whenever the gap is less than 2 eV. In a conducting material the valence band
and conduction band overlap so that there is no energy gap. The electrons
are thus free to migrate throughout the material.
7
 
 
 
 
2 SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS
2.1.2 Charge Carriers in Semiconductors
In the lowest energy state of a semiconductor (at 0 Kelvin), all the electrons
in the valence band are bound between the atoms by covalent bonds. In
both silicon and germanium there are four valence electrons in the lattice
structure. At room temperature, thermal excitation leads to some of these
valence electrons being excited into the conduction band, leaving a vacancy
or hole behind. This hole may then be filled by a neighbouring electron in
the valence band, and when this process repeats, the hole appears to migrate
through the crystal. When an external electric field is applied to this system,
a negative current will flow in the direction of the electric field due to the
free electrons in the conduction band. Conversely, the hole states will move
in the opposite direction to the electrons and act as positive charge carriers.
While a conducting material has only electrons that act as charge carriers,
both the electrons in the conduction band and the holes left behind in the
valence band act as charge carriers in semiconductors.
Due to thermal excitation, electron-hole pairs are constantly being created
inside the semiconductor material. Many of these electron-hole pairs re-
combine spontaneously, and the difference between the number of created
electron-hole pairs and those that recombine gives the effective number of
charge carriers created by the excitation process. When conditions are sta-
ble, an equilibrium concentration of these electron-hole pairs is established. If
ni, also known as intrinsic carriers, denotes the concentration of electron-hole
pairs and T the temperature, then
ni =
√
NcNvexp
(−Eg
2kT
)
(1)
where Nc represents the number of states in the conduction band, Nv the
number in the valence band, Eg the energy gap between the valence band and
the conduction band of the material at 0 K and k the Boltzmann constant.
In silicon, the typical value for ni at room temperature is on the order of
1010 cm−3. Considering that there are about 1022 atoms.cm−3 in silicon, this
means that only about 1 in 1012 atoms in silicon is ionized.
2.1.3 Doped Semiconductors and the pn Semiconductor Junction
In a pure semiconductor, the number of holes in the valence band equals the
number of electrons in the conduction band. By doping the crystal with a
small amount of impurity atoms, this balance is changed in order to improve
8
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the efficiency of the production of charge carriers in the crystal. Such a crys-
tal is called a doped or extrinsic semiconductor.
For semiconductors, a pentavalent1 dopant, conventionally phosphorous, is
used to provide extra electrons in the conduction band, and a trivalent2
dopant, conventionally boron, to provide extra holes in the valence band.
Crystals that are heavily doped with a pentavalent or a trivalent impurity
are called n-type semiconductors and p-type semiconductors respectively.
Figure 6: The depletion region of the PN-Junction in a doped semiconductor.
All semiconductor detectors function on the basis of a so-called semiconductor-
junction. This configuration is usually obtained by diffusing p-type impuri-
ties into one end of a n-type semiconductor so that the end becomes p-type.
This formation of a pn junction creates a zone between the two materi-
als known as the depletion region. The difference in the concentration of
electrons and holes between the two materials causes an initial diffusion of
electrons toward the p-side and holes toward the n-side. Within the de-
pletion region then, electrons fill up holes on the p-side and holes capture
electrons on the n-side of the junction. This situation is illustrated in figure
6. This diffusion of electrons and holes causes an intrinsic electric field to
form across the junction pointing in the direction of the p-side. This electric
field prevents any further diffusion of holes or electrons leaving a region of
immobile space charge known as the depletion region. This configuration
causes any electron that enters this region to be swept toward the n-side,
1A pentavalent dopant has 5 electrons in its outer shell.
2A trivalent dopant has 3 electrons in its outer shell.
9
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and any hole will conversely be be swept toward the p-side of the junction.
It is this property of the pn junction that is exploited in radiation detection.
2.1.4 Reverse Biasing of Semiconductor Diode Detectors
When a nuclear particle enters a crystalline material it loses energy through
interactions with the electrons in the semiconductor. Two principal pro-
cesses can then occur [35]. The particle can ionize the crystal by exciting an
electron from the valence band to the conduction band which creates a free
electron and a free hole. Or it can excite an electron to a band located just
below the conduction band. The electron and hole pair can remain bound
in this state, and can move freely through the material. This is known as
an exciton. A crystal that contains impurity atoms can then have locally
created electronic levels in the forbidden energy gap. This happens when the
impurity atom is ionized by a migrating free hole or electron hole pair. An
electron that migrates into this region may then fall into the opening left
by the hole and de-excite from its excited state to the ground state. If such
a transition mode is allowed, then the electron will emit the corresponding
radiation, otherwise the impurity center becomes a trap and the energy is
lost to other subsequent processes. The contribution of the first process, the
excitation of an electron to the conduction band, contributes the majority
of the energy loss of the incident particle, and the other process can thus
be ignored [34].Because of the small forbidden energy gap in Si, an average
energy of about 3 eV is required for this process. This is much smaller than
the average required energy of about 30 eV for a typical inert gas-filled ion-
ization detector.
Let  denote this average energy required to create an electron-hole pair.
If the total energy loss of the charged particles in a p-n junction is ∆E, then
the total number of electron-hole pairs produced is given by:
Number of Electron-Hole Pairs = ∆E/ (2)
The electric field in the depletion region then causes the electrons and holes
to accumulate on the n-side and p-side of the p-n junction respectively. By
applying a charge sensitive preamplifier to this configuration, a signal can be
created on each side of the junction.
As is expected from the preceding discussion, the strength of the intrinsic
electric field is proportional to the width of the depletion region. However,
this intrinsic electric field which is caused by the initial diffusion of charge
10
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carriers is, in general, not strong enough for efficient charge collection. Be-
cause of this an external bias is required for signal collection. If a forward
bias is applied to the p-n junction, from the p-side to the n-side, the intrin-
sic electric field of the depletion region will be canceled which would cause
the energy gap to disappear and then the p-n junction would simply be a
conductor. If, however, a reverse bias is applied across the depletion region,
then the potential between the p-n junction will increase which results in a
broadening of the width of the depletion region and a consequent increase in
the charge collection. One would obviously like to increase this external bias
as much as possible, but there is of course a limit to this process, exceeding
which the p-n junction diode is destroyed.
2.2 Double Sided Silicon S3 CD Detector
The silicon S3 CD detector on which this work is based was developed by the
Edinburgh-Louvain collaboration [8] for Coulomb Excitation and charged-
particle reactions with radioactive ion beams. The detector is small enough
to be mounted inside a target chamber as it was done at the TIGRESS
spectrometer [11] where the data presented in this thesis were taken from.
Figure 7 is a photo of the CD detector mounted in the BAMBINO scattering
chamber at TRIUMF. The detector was used as an end detector in the ex-
periment and simulations, and has been tested extensively for this purpose
[24]. Section 2.2.1 describes this silicon S3 CD detector.
Figure 7: Photo of a mounted S3 detector at forward angles (right) and a
S2 detector at backward angles (left) in a scattering chamber at TRIUMF.
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2.2.1 Description and Dimensions of a Silicon CD Detector
The silicon S3 CD detector is a microstrip detector. That is, in order to detect
not only the energy deposited by an particle that hits the detector, but also
its position, there is a discrete array of many silicon microstrips. Because
each microstrip element gives its own readout through which a signal can
be observed, the detector thus gives position information of the particle that
caused the signal. There are two types of position sensitive detectors. Along
with this silicon microstrip detector, there is also the continuous position
sensitive detector [8].
Figure 8: Schematic of the silicon S3 CD detector.
The CD detector has dimensions similar to that of an actual compact disc,
which is why it is called a CD detector. It has an inner diameter of 22 mm
and an outer diameter of 70 mm. It has 24 annular strips of width 1 mm
on the front and 32 sectors of equal size at the back. This is represented
graphically in figure 8. The two right-hand quadrants show the 24 annular
strips on the front of the detector. The bottom left quadrant of the schematic
shows the back view of the detector with its sectors, while the top left quad-
rant shows how the quasi pixels are formed by the overlap of the front and
back strips. Throughout this work the 24 rings will be labeled alphabetically
from A to X with A being the innermost ring and X the outermost. The
32 sectors will be numbered from 1 to 32. In the case of the sectors, the
starting point is arbitrary. The hole in the center of the CD detector enables
most of the beam particles to pass through the detector without damaging it.
12
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Only the particles with larger scattering angles due to Rutherford scattering
are stopped in the various rings and sectors of the detector. This greatly
enhances the lifespan of the detector instrument.
The aforementioned dimensions of the silicon detector are its total physi-
cal dimensions. What is of importance in a simulation of high accuracy are
the dimensions of the individual, active, silicon strips and sectors. In table
1 the exact specifications of the silicon S3 CD detector’s annular rings are
shown.
Table 1: Exact dimensions of each of the 24
annular rings of a silicon S3 CD detector.
Ring Inner Radius (mm) Outer Radius (mm) Ring Width (mm)
A 11.480 12.366 0.866
B 12.466 13.352 0.866
C 13.452 14.338 0.866
D 14.438 15.324 0.866
E 15.424 16.310 0.866
F 16.410 17.296 0.866
G 17.396 18.282 0.866
H 18.382 19.268 0.866
I 19.368 20.254 0.866
J 20.354 21.240 0.866
K 21.340 22.226 0.866
L 22.326 23.212 0.866
M 23.312 24.198 0.866
N 24.298 25.184 0.866
O 25.284 26.170 0.866
P 26.270 27.156 0.866
Q 27.256 28.142 0.866
R 28.242 29.128 0.866
S 29.228 30.114 0.866
T 30.214 31.100 0.866
U 31.200 32.086 0.866
V 32.186 33.072 0.866
W 33.172 34.058 0.866
X 34.158 35.044 0.866
13
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The detector is called double sided because of the two discrete arrays on its
front and back. For a single sided silicon strip detector, only 1D information
can be obtained, and thus the geometrical position of the signal’s origin is
not very well known. When a particle is incident on the double sided detec-
tor however, two concurrent signals are produced: one from the rings on the
front side and one from the sectors on the back. Because these two layers
of strips are orthogonal with respect to each other, the particle’s position
information is 2D. The resolution of its position is related to the quasi pixels
shown in figure 8.
From the top left quadrant of the schematic, it can be seen that the po-
sition sensitivity of the detector is high. Indeed, at a typical distance of 5
cm from the target, the horizontal and azimuthal angular resolution is ∆Θ
= 2°and ∆Φ = 3.4°respectively. The detector is slightly obstructed by the
signal PCB tracks of the annular strips on its front side, which decrease the
azimuthal angular coverage from 90°to 82°.
Silicon detectors are made in a variety of thicknesses depending on their
intended use. A thin CD detector (of the order 10 µm) can be used for par-
ticle identification when combined with a residual detector [8]. However, the
S3 detector described herein is used as an end-detector and thus has a much
larger thickness of about 140 µm that allows the stopping of the relevant
incident particle.
Figure 9: The cross section of silicon CD detector.
In figure 9 the cross section of the detector is shown. During fabrication, an-
nular strips of p-type silicon are directly implanted on one side of the n-type
14
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silicon bulk, while sector strips of n-type silicon are implanted on the other
side. The implantation depth for these layers is 0.4-0.5 µm. A gold contact
of thickness 0.2-0.3 µm is implanted on the top of each strip. These gold
contacts are insulated from each other by a SiO2 gap which is also 0.2-0.3
µm thick.
For the type of experiment studied in this work, a notable benefit is of-
fered by the array of rings and sectors in the CD detector. The rings offer
a γ-ray angular distribution in correlation with the incident particles as a
function of scattering angle, whereas the sectors provide Doppler correction
for γ-rays emitted at typical particle velocities of v/c ≈ 0.1.
2.3 Diamond Detectors
Diamond has several material qualities that make it a favorable candidate
for particle detection in nuclear physics experiments [15]. Unlike silicon, the
properties of diamond are not so strongly affected by damage due to high-
doses of radiation [17]. Furthermore, charge collection is fast and the signal
to noise ratio is good. Chemical vapour deposited (CVD) diamonds hold
several advantages over natural diamonds. Geometrically, natural diamonds
don’t lend themselves well to being incorporated into a particle detection
system since they are typically smaller than a few centimeters across. CVD
diamonds however, can be deposited with a diameter up to 10 cm. Fur-
thermore, CVD diamond is (in most cases) much more pure than natural
diamond. Figure 10 is a basic representation of the cross section of a dia-
mond detector.
Figure 10: The cross section of a diamond detector. [16]
CVD diamonds are manufactured by passing the plasma or vapour of low
pressure decomposed gases that contain carbon, such as methane, over a
heated substrate. This substrate is heated, which causes the gases to break
15
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down and form diamond. The manufacturing process has seen several refine-
ments [18] that eliminate the difficulties the material exhibits with regards to
the sensitivity and stability of its detector response. These refinement tech-
niques are generally related to the fine tuning of its growth conditions and
device preparation. At present it is possible to manufacture CVD diamonds
for detection purposes with thicknesses ranging from 5 µm to 500 µm, and
these are being actively used in research centers such as the LHC at CERN.
There are different variations of diamond detector technology, including hy-
brid detectors which use ideal CVD diamonds as the insulator in a silicon on
insulator (SOI) substrate (see figure 11). Regardless of these variations, the
benefits of using diamond, especially with regards to its radiation hardness,
remain a crucial factor in the motivation behind such research.
Figure 11: A cross sectional scan of silicon on diamond.
The top and bottom layers are silicon and the middle layer
diamond. The white scale marker represents 10 µm [19].
Semiconducting diamonds are attractive for electronic applications due to
their superior transport properties compared to silicon [19]. For example,
diamonds display electron-hole mobility on the order of 70 times greater
than that of silicon [20]. It has also been found that silicon has a greater
leakage current on the order of 1 nA or more than diamond [16]. Diamond
16
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holds all these benefits over silicon, whilst maintaining an energy resolution
comparable to that of silicon - see figure 12.
Figure 12: A test of the energy resolution in diamond detector systems [16].
17
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3 Charged Particle Collisions, Energy Loss,
Scattering
In this section the theory of charged particle collisions is presented, along with
data from the SRIM calculations that correspond to the experiment detailed
in section 5. The experiment (and simulation) that this work is based on was
done at energies well below the Coulomb barrier, thus energy transfer due to
(elastic and inelastic) Coulomb interaction is the principal process discussed.
The theory of Rutherford scattering was one of the greatest breakthroughs
in the study of nuclear phenomena. Therefore a detailed presentation on the
development and findings of this theory is presented.
3.1 Rutherford Scattering Theory
In 1911, Ernst Rutherford discovered the atomic nucleus [7] by analyzing
the scattering of α-particles by gold nuclei. This experiment was carried out
under his direction by his students, Geiger and Marsden, and the interpre-
tation of the results replaced Thomson’s plum pudding model of the atom.
The elastic Coulomb scattering of charged particles by the atomic nucleus is
thus also known as Rutherford scattering.
Figure 13: Geiger and Marsden’s experiment.
The α-particles emitted by a radioactive sample were collimated with a lead
block, and the focused beam of radiated α-particles were made to impinge
upon a very thin gold foil. A fluorescent screen and microscope were then
used to literally count the number of scattered particles at different angles.
The α-particles were detected at angles that were too large to be explained
by the prevailing model of Thomson. Based on these results, Rutherford
postulated the nucleus, and nuclear physics was born.
18
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The following were the only assumptions made by Rutherford in order to
explain the experimental data: The atom contains a nucleus of charge Ze,
where Z is the atomic number of the atom and e the magnitude of the elec-
tric charge of an electron, the nucleus may be treated as a point particle.
The mass of the nucleus compared to the incident particle is large enough
to ignore nuclear recoil, the collision is elastic, and only the laws of classical
mechanics and electromagnetism are applicable to this phenomenon.
Consider the situation in which the incident particle hits the nucleus head-
on. Let T be the particle’s kinetic energy and ze it’s electric charge. The
distance of closest approach D is then obtained by equating the initial kinetic
energy to the Coulomb energy at distance D
T =
zZe2
4pi0D
(3)
or when rearranged
D =
zZe2
4pi0T
(4)
As is shown in figure 14, such a collision would result in the α-particle re-
versing direction, i.e. the scattering angle θ would be equal to pi. This is a
special case however; it is far more likely that the collision will not be exactly
head on. In the next section the relation between the scattering angle and
impact parameter is derived for these cases.
Figure 14: Distance of closest approach in a head-on collision.
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3.2 Scattering Angle and Impact Parameter
The description of many physical processes are considerably simplified when
the coordinate system is chosen to be at rest with respect to the center of
momentum. The simplification of this center of mass (CM) frame is used
in this section and in section 3.3 for the derivation of useful relationships
in Rutherford scattering, while its relationship with the laboratory (LAB)
frame is derived in section 3.4. Relativistic effects are ignored in these deriva-
tions.
A projectile particle with mass m1 incident on a target particle with mass
m2 at rest in the LAB frame can be converted to an equivalent interaction in
the CM frame. In the CM frame the total linear momentum of the system
must be zero. If p is the momentum of m1 in the CM frame, then m2 will
approach the collision point with momentum equal in magnitude to that of
m1, but in the opposite direction. Similarly, if p’ is the momentum of m1
after the collision, then m2 will have momentum -p’ after the collision. This
scattering process in the CM frame is depicted in figure 15. Furthermore,
the interaction force between these two particles is conservative, therefore,
due to no energy being lost during the interaction, the magnitude of the fi-
nal momentum vector p’ is equal to the magnitude of the initial momentum
vector p. This means that the entire collision event is completely specified if
the scattering angle in the CM frame, ψ, is known.
Figure 15: A collision between
two particles in the CM frame.
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This two-body interaction can be converted into an equivalent one-body in-
teraction by letting meq = m1m2/(m1 + m2) and by assuming a fixed scat-
tering potential for the interaction. This assumption is analogous to the
assumption of zero nuclear recoil made by Rutherford, which is why the
equavalent one-body diagram, as depicted in figure 15, may be used. Using
Newton’s Second Law of Motion, Coulomb’s law provides the force exerted
on meq by the stationary scattering potential. Together with this, the con-
servation of angular momentum allows the relationship between the impact
parameter, b and the scattering angle, ψ, to be derived. If q is the change
in momentum of mp, then an isosceles triangle with angle ψ is formed as in
figure 15. The vector q is in the same direction as the line joining the fixed
scattering center to the point of closest approach in figure 16.
Figure 16: Rutherford scattering reduced to an equivalent 1-body interaction.
The position of meq can be described in terms of two-dimensional polar co-
ordinates r and β with the fixed scattering center at the origin and β = 0
chosen as the point of closest approach. From Newton’s second law, the rate
of change of the momentum in the direction of q is equal to the component
of the force acting on meq due to the fixed scattering potential at the origin.
From Coulomb’s law, the magnitude of this force is equal to
F =
zZe2
4pi0r2
(5)
where Ze is the electric charge of m2 and ze is the electric charge of m1.
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Combining equations 4 and 5, it follows that
F =
TD
r2
(6)
The component of this force in the direction of q is given by
Fq(t) =
TD
r2
cosβ(t) (7)
From Fq(t) = dq /dt, it follows that
q =
∫
TD
r2
cosβ dt =
∫
zZe2
4pi0r2
cosβ dt (8)
Let β˙ = dβ/dt. The integral over time can be replaced by an integral over
the angle β by using
dt =
dβ
β˙
(9)
where β˙ is obtained from the conservation of angular momentum,
L = meqr
2β˙ (10)
The initial angular momentum is given by
L = bp (11)
so that
β˙ =
bp
meqr2
(12)
Combining equations 8, 9 and 12, and using T = p2/2meq, it follows that
q =
∫
TDmeqr
2
r2bp
cosβ dβ =
∫
Dp
2b
cosβ dβ (13)
As shown in figure 16, the limits on β are ±1/2(pi − ψ), so that the integral
resolves to
q =
Dp
2b
2sin
1
2
(pi − ψ) (14)
From figure 16, the following can be obtained by using the sine rule,
q
p
=
sinψ
sin 1
2
(pi − ψ) = 2 sin
ψ
2
(15)
Substituting this into equation 14,
2psin
ψ
2
=
Dp
2b
2sin
1
2
(pi − ψ) (16)
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from where the desired relation follows
tan(
ψ
2
) =
D
2b
(17)
3.3 Flux and Cross Section
The number of incident particles arriving per unit area per unit time at the
target is defined as the flux, F . The number of particles scattered into the
area between the concentric rings in figure 17 is therefore given by:
dN(b) = Fpi(b+ db)2 − Fpib2 = Fpi(b2 + 2b.db+ db2 − b2) = Fpi(2b.db+ db2)
Figure 17: Geometrical representation of impact parameter.
If db is made arbitrarily small, then db2 is negligible compared to b.db so
that dN(b) ≈ F2pibdb. Substituting the result from the previous section,
tan(ψ/2) = D/2b and its derivative
db = − D
4sin2(ψ/2)
dψ (18)
into dN(b) = F2pibdb gives
dN(ψ) = Fpi
D2
4
cos(ψ/2)
sin3(ψ/2)
dψ (19)
This expression gives the number of particles scattered through an angle
between ψ and ψ+dψ. Note that the minus sign has been dropped as it is
merely an indication that the scattering angle ψ decreases as b increases and
N(ψ) must be positive. From here, the differential cross section , dσ/dψ, with
23
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respect to the scattering angle can be defined as the number of scatterings
between ψ and ψ + dψ per unit flux, per unit range of angle, i.e.
dσ
dψ
=
dN(ψ)
Fdψ
= pi
D2
4
cos(ψ/2)
sin3(ψ/2)
(20)
The convention is to use the differential cross section with respect to a given
solid angle Ω, which in terms of the scattering angle ψ and the azimuthal
angle φ is given by
dΩ = sinψdψdφ = 2sin(
ψ
2
)cos(
ψ
2
)dψdφ (21)
From the definition of differential cross section and the fact that φ extends
from 0 to 2pi, it follows that 2pidσ/dφ = 1, so that
dσ
dψ
= 2pi
d2σ
dψdφ
(22)
By using equation 20, this can be expressed in terms of dσ/dψdφ
dσ
dψdφ
=
D2
8
cos(ψ/2)
sin3(ψ/2)
(23)
From equation 21, dψdφ can be replaced by dΩ/(2sin(ψ/2)cos(ψ/2))
dσ
dΩ
=
D2
8
cos(ψ/2)
sin3(ψ/2)
· 1
2sin(ψ/2)cos(ψ/2)
=
D2
16sin4(ψ/2)
(24)
Recalling that D = (zZe2)/(4pi0T ) (equation 4), this can be rewritten as
dσ
dΩ
=
(
zZe2
16pi0T
)2
1
sin4(ψ/2)
· (25)
This is the famous equation derived by Rutherford [7]. The equation shows
that, due to the fourth power dependence of angle, the probability of finding
a particle at larger and larger angles decreases very rapidly. The ψ/2 implies
that backscattering at angles close to ψ = pi is very unlikely.
It is worth noting that this derivation is often done in the LAB frame by
assuming that m2 >> m1. Indeed, Rutherford’s original derivation made use
of this assumption due to the much larger mass of a gold nucleus compared
to that of an α-particle. Here it has been derived in the general sense, there-
fore the simplification offered by the CM frame was used. When formula 25
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is applied in the general case, then the scattering angle in the LAB frame,
θ, first needs to be converted to the corresponding angle in the CM frame,
ψ. When m2 >> m1 is assumed then the equivalent 1-body problem visual-
ized in figure 16 will be identical to the original 2-body problem in the LAB
frame. In such a case θ ≈ ψ; this will be proved in the next section.
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3.4 Connecting the LAB and CM Frames
The equations that connect CM frame and the LAB frame will be derived in
this section. Once again, the only assumptions that are made with regards
to this system is the conservation of energy and momentum.
Figure 18: Geometry of an elastic collision in the LAB and CM Frames.
The geometry and notation is presented in figure 18. As can be seen from
(b) and (d), the incident particle and the target move directly towards each
other before the collision, and exactly in opposite directions after the colli-
sion. This is because the linear momentum in the CM frame is always zero.
A description of the notation follows:
m1 = Mass of the moving particle in the LAB system
m2 = Mass of the stationary particle in the LAB system
In general, primed quantities refer to the CM system:
u1 = Initial velocity of m1 in the LAB system
v1 = Final velocity of m1 in the LAB system
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u′1 = Initial velocity of m1 in the CM system
v′1 = Final velocity of m1 in the CM system
And similarly for u2, v2, u
′
2 and v
′
2 (but u2 = 0):
T0 = Total kinetic energy in LAB system
T ′0 = Total kinetic energy in CM system
T1 = Final kinetic energy of m1 in LAB system
T ′1 = Final kinetic energy of m1 in CM system
And similarly for T2 and T
′
2:
V = Velocity of the center of mass in the LAB frame
θ = angle through which m1 is deflected in the LAB system
ζ = angle through which m2 is deflected in the LAB system
ψ = angle through which m1 and m2 are deflected in the CM system
Figure 19: The double-valued final velocity of an incident particle.
In figure 19, the final state of the scattered particle m1 is shown. Given the
scattering angle ψ, the CM velocity V can then be added to the CM velocity
v′1 of the scattered particle. The possible vectors v
′
1 then lie on a circle with
a radius equal in magnitude to v′1. The center of the circle is the terminus of
the vector V . The LAB velocity v1 and its corresponding scattering angle θ
can then be obtained by connecting the point of origin of V with the termi-
nus of vector v′1.
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Based on the above geometrical arguments, an important distinction is made
between the case when V < v′1 and V > v
′
1. If V < v
′
1, then only one pos-
sible relationship between V , v1, v
′
1 and ψ exists. However, if V < v
′
1, then
two possible combinations of LAB velocities and scattering angles exist. The
subscripts b and f in figure 19(b) refer to the fact that v1 scatters backwards
or forwards relative to the CM of the system respectively.
What follows is the derivation of the relationship between various quanti-
ties in these two frames of reference. Let M = m1 + m2. Then, from the
definition of the center of mass (R):
m1r1 +m2r2 = MR (26)
By taking the derivative with respect to time, this becomes
m1u1 +m2u2 = MV (27)
Because u2 = 0 in the LAB frame, this equation can be rewritten as
V =
m1u1
m1 +m2
(28)
Since m2 is initially at rest, its velocity in the CM frame will be equal in
magnitude to that of the center of mass, but in opposite direction. Therefore
u′2 = −V = −
m1u1
m1 +m2
(29)
Since the collision between the two particles is elastic and linear momentum
is conserved, it follows that
u′1 = v
′
1, u
′
2 = v
′
2 (30)
Which when put into equation 29 gives
v′2 =
m1u1
m1 +m2
(31)
And similarly for v′1. Note that only the magnitudes are equated here. Since
u1 = u
′
1 − u′2
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v′1 = u1 + u
′
2 =
m2u1
m1 +m2
(32)
From figure 19(a), it can be seen that
v′1sinψ = v1sinθ (33)
and
v′1cosψ + V = v1cosθ (34)
Dividing equation 33 by equation 34 gives
tanθ =
v′1sinψ
v′1cosψ + V
=
sinψ
cosψ + (V/v′1)
(35)
From equation 28 and equation 32, V/v′1 can be obtained
V
v′1
=
m1u1/(m1 +m2)
m2u1/(m1 +m2)
=
m1
m2
(36)
This result states that the ratio m1/m2 determines which of the two scatter-
ing processes in figure 19 will take place. That is, figure 19(a) takes place
when m1 < m2, and figure 19(b) takes place when m1 > m2. Equations 35
and 36 can be combined to give
tanθ =
sinψ
cosψ +m1/m2
(37)
This important result gives valuable insight into the scattering process. When
m1 << m2, particle m2 acts as a fixed scattering center and the LAB and
CM frames are approximately equal:
θ ≈ ψ, m1 << m2 (38)
For the experiment and simulation described in this work, a 12C beam was
made to impinge upon a 194Pt target. In this case, m1/m2 ≈ 0.06, so the
approximation θ ≈ ψ could be used for calculations that do not require high
accuracy. In this work, the results are very sensitive to scattering angle. For
an accurate calculation of differential cross sections, the scattering angle in
the LAB frame will be converted to the scattering angle in the CM frame.
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Therefore a formula for ψ(θ) is required. This can be obtained by setting
tanθ = sinθ/cosθ into equation 37 and multiplying by both sides with (cosψ+
m1/m2):
cosψsinθ +
m1
m2
sinθ = sinψcosθ (39)
Using the fact that sin(ψ− θ) = sinψcosθ− cosψsinθ, this can be rewritten
as
sin(ψ − θ) = m1
m2
sinθ (40)
From where it follows that
ψ(θ) = θ + arcsin
(
m1
m2
sinθ
)
· (41)
In table 2 this equation is used to show the relationship between the LAB
and CM scattering angles for a 59.7 MeV 12C projectile and a 194Pt target.
Table 2: Conversion of scattering angle from CM frame to LAB
frame according to equation 37 for m1 = 12 and m2 = 194
θ (LAB) ψ (CM)
0° 0°
10° 10.62°
20° 21.21°
30° 31.77°
40° 42.28°
50° 52.72°
60° 63.07°
70° 73.33°
80° 83.49°
90° 93.55°
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3.4.1 Cross Sections
In addition to establishing a relationship between the angles in the LAB and
CM frames, it is also of value to have such a relationship between the cross
sections in these two frames. This can be obtained from the fact that the
number of scattered particles moving through an infinitesimal cross section
is the same in both frames. Let φ1 and φ be the azimuthal angles in the LAB
and CM frames respectively:
dσ(θ, φ1) = dσ(ψ, φ) (42)
What differs in the two frames is the solid angle dΩ. In the LAB frame
dΩ1 = sinθdθdφ1 and in the CM frame dΩ = sinψdψdφ. We can therefore
write
(
dσ
dΩ1
)LABdΩ1 = (
dσ
dΩ
)CMdΩ
(
dσ
dΩ1
)LAB = (
dσ
dΩ
)CM
sinψ
sinθ
dψ
dθ
dφ
dφ1
(43)
Since there is cylindrical symmetry around the direction of the incident beam,
it follows that φ1 = φ. Therefore
(
dσ
dΩ1
)LAB = (
dσ
dΩ
)CM
d(cosψ)
d(cosθ)
(44)
From equation 37 and the fact that cosθ = 1/
√
tan2θ + 1, it follows that
cosθ =
cosψ + m1
m2√
1 +
m21
m22
+ 2m1
m2
cosψ
(45)
Thus,
dcosθ
dcosψ
=
1 + m1
m2
cosψ
(1 +
m21
m22
+ 2m1
m2
cosψ)3/2
(46)
Combining this result with equation 44, it follows that
(
dσ
dΩ1
)LAB =
(1 +
m21
m22
+ 2m1
m2
cosψ)3/2
1 + m1
m2
cosψ
(
dσ
dΩ
)CM (47)
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In the case where m2 >> m1, the LAB and CM cross sections are approxi-
mately equal, so that (
dσ
dΩ1
)
LAB
≈
(
dσ
dΩ
)
CM
(48)
3.5 Energy Transfer in Elastic Collisions
In an elastic collision, the total energy of the system is the same before and
after the collision, therefore
m1u
2
1 = m1v
2
1 +m2v
2
2 (49)
Rearranging this, gives
v22 = m1(u
2
1 − v21) (50)
Using the angles θ and ζ as defined in figure 18(c), the incident direction can
be expressed as:
m1u1 = m1v1cosθ +m2v2cosζ (51)
Rearranging and squaring this gives
m21u
2
1 +m
2
1v
2
1cos
2θ − 2m21u1v1cosθ = m22v22cos2ζ (52)
Since the initial momentum perpendicular to the incident direction is zero,
it follows that
0 = m1v1sinθ −m2v2sinζ (53)
Rearranging and squaring gives
m21v
2
1sin
2θ = m22v
2
2sin
2ζ (54)
Adding equations 52 and 54 gives
m21u
2
1 +m
2
1v
2
1(cos
2θ + sin2θ)− 2m21u1v1cosθ = m22v22(cos2ζ + sin2ζ) (55)
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Which is equal to
m21u
2
1 +m
2
1v
2
1 − 2m21u1v1cosθ = m22v22 (56)
Substituting equation 50 into the right side of this gives
m21u
2
1 +m
2
1v
2
1 − 2m21u1v1cosθ = m2m1(u21 − v21) (57)
Dividing both sides by m21u
2
1 gives
1 +
v21
u21
− 2v1cosθ
u1
=
m2
m1
(1− v
2
1
u21
) (58)
Rearranging this
v21
u21
(1 +
m2
m1
)− 2v1cosθ
u1
+ (1− m2
m1
) = 0 (59)
This is a quadratic equation of the form aX2 + bX + c = 0 where X = v2/v0
with solution
X =
−b±√b2 − 4ac
2a
The solution to equation 59 is therefore
v1
u1
=
2cosθ ±
√
4cos2θ − (1− m2
m1
)(1 + m2
m1
)
2(1 + m2
m1
)
(60)
Canceling the factor 2 and multiplying the factors under the root sign gives
v1
u1
=
cosθ ±
√
m2
m1
+ cos2θ − 1
(1 + m2
m1
)
(61)
By multiplying this equation withm1v1/m1u1, the so called kinematic factor
k = E1/E0 = m1v
2
1/m1u
2
1 is obtained
k =
T1
T0
=
1(
1 + m2
m1
)2 (cosθ ±√m2m1 − sin2θ
)2
(62)
Here, m2/m1 is often represented by the variable A so that
k =
T1
T0
=
1
(1 + A)2
(
cosθ ±
√
A− sin2θ
)2
(63)
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Thus, if the initial energy of the incident particle T0, the mass ratio of the
interacting particles m2/m1 and the scattering angle θ are known, the energy
of the scattered particle after the elastic collision will be
T1 = T0
1(
1 + m2
m1
)2 (cosθ ±√m2m1 − sin2θ
)2
(64)
This result will be used to calculate the energy of the scattered particle for
different angles in the following section.
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3.6 Stopping Power and SRIM Calculations
Stopping power is defined as the retarding force acting on charged particles
that pass through matter. The range of energetic ions in all elements has
been extensively documented [31]. For charged particles there are a variety of
processes through which energy can be lost when passing through matter. In
this section, such energy loss is calculated. Additionally, energy transferred
during Rutherford scattering (as derived in section 3.5) is incorporated into
this calculation. The principal processes involved for the particles and range
of energies investigated in this chapter are: the ionization of atoms in the
material and the inelastic interactions of the traversing ion with the electrons
in the material.
The SRIM software package [32] enables the calculation of the stopping pow-
ers of various materials when bombarded with ions. Such programs have
existed since at least the 1980s [23]. At the present it is accurate to about
96% [38] for high energy projectiles. As will be elaborated upon in section
5, a beam of 12C ions at 59.7 MeV was made to impinge upon a 3.0 mg/cm2
194Pt target. It is assumed throughout that the Rutherford scattering of the
incident particles occurs only once - from the center of the target. It is also
assumed that they deposit their energy in the center of each annular ring of
the CD detector. An additional energy loss due to the 0.58 mg.cm−2 thick
gold coating on the silicon CD detector is also calculated.
Using SRIM, energy loss due to the electronic stopping powers of the 194Pt
material was found to be -0.9583 MeV/(mg.cm−2) for the 59.7 MeV 12C
beam. This energy loss of the moving particle is described by the Bethe
formula [14]:
− dE
dx
=
4pinz2
mev2
·
(
e2
4pi0
)2
· [ln(2mev
2
I
)] (65)
The energy loss due to the stopping power of the target material is thus
dependent on the traversing particle’s energy. This is indicated in figure 20.
Note that this is the non-relativistic form of the Bethe formula. Since the
particle will lose more energy per unit distance traveled at lower energies, an
iterative approach to calculating the energy loss will be more accurate than
simply using the value of 0.9583 MeV/(mg.cm−2) over the entire length of the
target. The benefit of using such an iterative approach is mostly dependent
on the thickness of the target.
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Figure 20: Electronic stopping powers as
a function of incident particle energy [25]
Consider the scattering of a particle as shown in figure 21. The particle is
assumed to scatter from the center of the target and will thus traverse a
greater apparent thickness and hence lose more energy at larger scattering
angles. This assumption is of course not true in general, since a beam particle
may be scattered by any nucleus within the target material, but on average
there is a greater probability of the scattering position being near the center
of the target.
Figure 21: Illustration of the scatter-
ing of beam particles by the target.
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In table 3 the elastic scattering angle, total distance traveled through the
target and total energy loss of particles striking each of the 24 rings in the
CD detector is presented.
Table 3: Energy loss of 12C impinging on 194Pt @ 59.7
MeV calculated with SRIM [32]. The angle corresponds
to the scattering of a particle to the center of the appro-
priate ring. The apparent thickness, dx, is also shown.
Ring Angle (Degrees) dx (µm) dE (MeV )
A 31.56 1.520 4.95 ±0.20
B 33.63 1.539 5.14 ±0.21
C 35.60 1.559 5.34 ±0.21
D 37.48 1.581 5.55 ±0.22
E 39.27 1.603 5.75 ±0.23
F 40.97 1.626 5.95 ±0.24
G 42.59 1.649 6.16 ±0.25
H 44.13 1.674 6.36 ±0.25
I 45.59 1.699 6.56 ±0.26
J 46.98 1.724 6.76 ±0.27
K 48.31 1.751 6.96 ±0.28
L 49.56 1.777 7.16 ±0.29
M 50.76 1.805 7.35 ±0.29
N 51.89 1.832 7.54 ±0.30
O 52.98 1.861 7.73 ±0.31
P 54.01 1.889 7.92 ±0.32
Q 54.99 1.918 8.10 ±0.32
R 55.92 1.947 8.29 ±0.33
S 56.82 1.977 8.47 ±0.34
T 57.67 2.007 8.64 ±0.35
U 58.48 2.037 8.82 ±0.35
V 59.26 2.068 8.99 ±0.36
W 60.01 2.098 9.16 ±0.37
X 60.72 2.129 9.33 ±0.37
Here follows a brief explanation of the calculations done to complete the
aforementioned table. From the experimental details, the 194Pt target is
given the thickness of 3.0 mg/cm2. Using the known density of platinum,
21.45 g/cm3, along with this, the target is found to have a thickness of 1.4
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µm. The distance between the target and detector, and the dimensions of
the CD detector are used to find the scattering angle θ of a particle from the
center of the target with thickness t:
θ = tan−1(xv/19.4mm), (66)
where 19.4 mm is the distance from the target to the CD detector, and
xv is the distance from the center of the CD detector to the center of the
corresponding ring. This scattering angle θ enables the calculation of the
actual distance the particle travels through the target. This total path length
is visualized in figure 22 and calculated by using the equation
dx = t/2 +
t/2
cos(θ)
(67)
Figure 22: Distance traveled through the target by a scattered particle.
The total energy loss of the incident particle as it moves through the target is
calculated in three steps: First the stopping powers obtained from SRIM are
used to obtain the energy with which the projectile reaches the center of the
target. Second, the energy lost by the projectile due to Rutherford scatter-
ing is calculated for all 24 angles using equation 64. SRIM is then used once
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again to calculate the stopping power for each of the 24 different energies
after the elastic Rutherford collision. Lastly, 24 values are then multiplied
with each of the 24 different path lengths and each of these is then added
together with the energy loss obtained in the first step, along with the energy
loss due to Rutherford scattering, to obtain the value of the total energy loss
in the target for each of the 24 trajectories. The energy loss for each of the
24 scattering angles due to the gold coating on the silicon detector is then
added to this value.
The values calculated with SRIM are not expected to be very accurate for
several reasons. Firstly, as mentioned before, the energy lost by a particle
in matter is inversely proportional to its kinetic energy. The value of dE/dx
should therefore increase as the particle traverses the target material. For
this reason the energy of the particle leaving the target calculated with SRIM
will be higher than expected. This can be shown by a few calculations. The
expected range of a 59.7 MeV 12C ion in 194Pt (as tabulated in SRIM) is
21.48 µm, but if we use the corresponding SRIM values of dE/dx = 2.056
MeV/µm with dx = 21.48 µm, then dE/dx.dx = 44.16 MeV. Since this value
is less than 59.7 MeV, the 12C ion would thus leave the 21.48 µm target with
an energy of 15.54 MeV. The reason for this is due to the dependence of
dE/dx on E, that is dE
dx
(E). Therefore, for better accuracy, values of dE/dx
should be calculated for many different values of E.
Secondly; the centroid of the elastic peak energy distributions obtained for
each of the rings in the experiment and simulation is the quantity of interest.
Comparing the values obtained from SRIM (in table 3) with the values of
these peaks is erroneous, because the centroid of a particular elastic peak is
not expected to correspond to the energy of a particle scattered to the center
of the corresponding ring in the detector. At smaller scattering angles the
projectile will lose less energy due to smaller apparent thickness of the tar-
get. Energy transfer due to an elastic Rutherford scattering event is also less
at smaller angles. Together with this, the distribution of scattered particles
decreases (rapidly) with an increase in scattering angle, therefore the cen-
troid of the elastic peak is expected to correspond to a particle scattered at
angles smaller than the angle corresponding to the center of the ring. How-
ever, due to the small solid angle offered by each ring segment, the energies
corresponding to the a particle trajectory to the center of each ring are not
expected to be very different from the energies corresponding to the peak of
each energy spectrum.
The SRIM package offers more sophisticated particle tracking techniques by
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so-called TRIM calculations. TRIM (Tracking the Range of Ions in Matter)
offers the option of tracking individual ions through a material. A calculation
of 59.7 MeV 12C ions incident on 194Pt is visualized in figure 23. Incorporat-
ing the results from such a TRIM calculation was not attempted due to the
format of the output file and the long runtime of such a simulation. Nev-
ertheless, TRIM offers a Monte Carlo simulation of the path of projectiles
through matter and, due to the relative simplicity of performing such calcu-
lations, is thus a good candidate for simulating particle energy spectra. Such
calculations should provide energy peaks with greater broadening at larger
(differential) scattering angles and may therefore prove to be very useful.
Figure 23: A TRIM plot of 59.7 MeV 12C ions incident on 194Pt.
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4 GEANT4 Simulations
A simulation of the experiments carried out at TRIUMF was carried out using
the GEANT4 package [12]. In this section, an introduction and overview of
the GEANT4 toolkit is given, along with the aforementioned simulation.
GEANT4 version 10 was used for this work. Doing the simulation described
in this section is very problematic in older versions of GEANT4. This is
briefly discussed in the introduction of appendix A.
4.1 Introduction to GEANT4
The GEANT4 project was started in 1994 in order to provide a flexible
toolkit that could simulate the interaction of particles with matter. It is
an object-oriented toolkit written in the C++ language [36] that provides a
large degree of functionality for applications in fields such as particle physics,
nuclear physics, accelerator design, space engineering and medical physics.
A notable example of its use is at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [39]
where every LHC detector is modeled in GEANT4. GEANT4 works on the
basis of an abundant set of physics models that are represented by large
data libraries. These are implemented on the basis of Monte Carlo simula-
tion methods and can handle the interactions between incident particles and
matter for an energy range from about 250 eV to 1 TeV. GEANT4 thus acts
as a repository which includes a large part of all that is known about particle
interactions.
The following aspects of the simulation process are included in the GEANT4
toolkit:
1. The geometry of the system.
2. The relevant materials that form part of the geometry.
3. The fundamental particles of interest.
4. Time generation of the primary particles for events.
5. Tracking of the particles as they traverse through the materials and
any externally applied fields.
6. The physics processes that govern particle interactions.
7. The response of sensitive detector components.
8. The generation of event data.
9. The storage of events and tracks.
10. The visualization of the detector and particle trajectories.
11. The capture and analysis of simulation data at different levels of
detail and refinement.
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Figure 24: The class category diagram of GEANT4.
These aspects of the simulation are controlled by the 17 class categories that
exist in GEANT4. The great benefit the object-oriented framework brings
is that these 17 class categories can be developed and maintained indepen-
dently, while the interface between each of these categories is maintained
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separately. The categories and their relationships are shown in figure 24.
Each box represents a class category, and a straight line with an open circle
represents a usage relationship. The category at the circle end uses the ad-
joining category. The GEANT4 source code is organized and built according
to this structure.
The GEANT4 kernel handles run, event, track, step, trajectory and par-
ticle. A brief explanation of each of these functionalities follows:
Run is the largest unit of simulation in GEANT4. As an analogy with a
real experiment, a run in GEANT4 starts with the command “BeamOn”.
During a run the user cannot change the detector geometry and the settings
of the various physics processes. Conceptually, run is thus a collection of
events that share the same detector conditions. At the beginning of a run,
the geometry is optimized for navigation and cross section data tables are
calculated according to the materials that appear in the geometry.
Event is the main unit of simulation and represents the entire path of a gener-
ated particle from its inception by the particle gun through to its traversal of
the created geometry and its subsequent interactions. The number of events
is thus set before each run, because the user sets the amount of particles that
are to be generated.
Track is a snapshot of the particle and is updated by each step. Track does
not record all previous quantities, but only physical quantities of current in-
stance. This is in order to preserve system memory.
A step in GEANT4 consists of two points of a particle’s path along with
“delta” information from the track of the particle. This information includes
the energy loss on the step, the time of flight during the step, etc.
Trajectory is the class which copies the desired information from the track
(as mentioned above, track does not keep its trace).
A particle in GEANT4 is represented by three layers of classes, G4Track,
G4DynamicParticle and G4ParticleDefinition. Once again, the position and
other geometrical information is represented by G4Track. G4DynamicParticle
contains the “dynamic” physical properties of a particle, such as momentum,
energy and spin. G4ParticleDefinition contains the “static” properties of a
particle such as mass, charge, life time, decay channels etc. Together, these
represent a particle in GEANT4.
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4.1.1 Building a Simulation in GEANT4
When building a simulation in GEANT4, most of the class interactions above
are hidden from the user. The minimum input the user needs to give in or-
der to build a simulation is the construction of the geometry of the detector
system, the relevant physical processes and the setup of the simulation con-
ditions. The flow process of a GEANT4 simulation is shown in figure 25. It
can be seen here which actions are mandatory for the user to implement in
his program.
Figure 25: The flow process diagram of GEANT4.
From the diagram we can see the three categories of input that the user
needs to provide the toolkit: the construction of the geometry and the rele-
vant materials, the physics processes and particles that are applicable to the
simulation and the initial conditions. Building a simulation usually involves
editing one of the numerous example files that are provided along with the
GEANT4 toolkit. A user will typically try to find an example that is as close
to the desired simulation as possible and then proceed to edit the above three
facets of the simulation as required.
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4.1.2 A Simple Example of a GEANT4 Simulation
This section shows how a simple GEANT4 simulation of geantino3 trans-
portation is constructed according to the diagram in figure 25.
Figure 26: Visualization of geantino transport through a
tracker tube and a calorimeter block in GEANT4.
Detector Construction
The geometry of the detector is defined in the source file for detector con-
struction. This simple example uses a tracker tube made of aluminium to
measure the coordinates of the incoming beam particles, and a calorimeter
block made of lead is used to measure their energy. The classes G4Tub and
G4Box are used to design the desired detector elements with their respective
dimensions.
Physics List
The only particle involved in the simulation is the geantino; therefore only
the geantino needs be defined in the physics list source, and the only physical
process is transportation.
Initial Conditions
The initial conditions only consist of the amount of geantinos that are to be
fired by the particle gun, their energy and direction. Many more commands
are available, but this is the minimum required to get the simulation to work.
After building the simulation according to the above, it can now be run in
3Geantinos are virtual particles used in GEANT4 to illustrate the transportation pro-
cess of particles only. They do not interact with matter, and there is thus no energy loss
due to any type of interactions. Geantinos behave much like neutrinos, hence the similarity
in the given name for these created, virtual particles.
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order to get the results. They are displayed in table 4. This simulation
output shows the desired information of a single geantino at each step along
its path. It can be seen how the kinetic energy of the geantino remains un-
changed, while the x- and z-coordinates change as it traverses the geometry.
It is often useful to know in which volume a particle is and which process
was responsible for the change between steps, hence the displaying of these
in the table.
Table 4: Results of simulation of geantino transport in GEANT4.
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4.2 GEANT4 Simulations of the Silicon CD Detector
It has been shown that GEANT4 is a suitable framework for simulating
the cross sections due to Rutherford Scattering4 [13] and energy loss due to
the stopping power of the material [22]. One of the main objectives of this
thesis is to simulate a silicon detector system that serves as an end detector
for a beam that has been scattered by the nuclei in a target. This section
discusses the details of the implementation of the experimental parameters in
GEANT4, and the results of these simulations. The experimental parameters
are discussed in section 5 and are thus only mentioned here.
4.2.1 Geometry of the Silicon CD Detector
The geometry of the CD detector was implemented in GEANT4 according to
the details given in section 3.2.1. The detector is visualized in figure 27. Note
that the sectors that are visible are artifacts of the visualization technique
used and thus do not correspond to the 32 physical sectors of the detector.
Figure 27: A Silicon S3 detector visualized in GEANT4.
4It is worth noting that α-particles were used for these simulations. More importantly,
only the scattering cross sections were measured - the stopping power of the material was
irrelevant to this study.
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Each of the silicon ring and sector components are created using the G4Tubs
class, and these separate parts are then placed next to each other to create
the detector as seen in the figures. In order for these silicon components to be
sensitive, i.e. to be able to obtain physical values from their interaction with
particles, the built in GEANT4 class G4SDManager is used. Furthermore,
a user created class, RootAnalysis is implemented to output the data from
each ring and sector into a ROOT file [27].
4.2.2 Other Experimental Parameters
Figure 28: A 194Pt target and silicon S3 detector visual-
ized in GEANT4. The dimensions of the target have been
greatly increased for visualization purposes. The white vol-
ume around the yellow CD detector is the logical volume.
Enriched (96.5%) 194Pt serves as the target, and this was implemented in the
Detector Construction class as is described in appendix A. The target was
placed 1.94 cm in front of the CD detector. For simulating CVD diamond,
the detector material was simply replaced with carbon at a density of 3.515
g/cm3. Figure 28 shows a visualization of the target next to the CD detector.
The logical volume can also be seen in figure 28 - this volume is necessary
for data collection.
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The particle gun that produces the 12C beam is constructed in the Primary
Generator class to produce 12C ions at 59.7 MeV and their direction is set to
be along the axis adjoining the target and the detector. Additionally, one can
set a statistical energy and direction deviation. The beam profile can also be
set to any shape. These details may be useful in simulations that require very
high precision and where the beam characteristics are known very well. For
this simulation all the beam particles are simply being generated out of the
same point. 20 Billion particles were produced by the Primary Generator
to simulate the experiment. A visualization of the complete simulation with
fifty thousand incident particles is shown in figure 29
Figure 29: A visualization of the complete simulation in
GEANT4. Most of the particles go through the hole in the center
of the CD detector. One particle can be seen to have backscat-
tered. The red dots represent particles striking the detector.
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4.2.3 Results of GEANT4 Simulations for the Silicon S3 CD De-
tector
The energy spectra obtained from the GEANT4 simulations for the silicon
detector are presented in this section.
Figure 30: Results of GEANT4 simulations of rings A to X of a silicon CD detector.
The simulation output of all the rings is shown in figure 30. Since the purpose
of the simulation is to only simulate the elastic peak, it has to be verified
that no inelastic peak is present in the data. This was done by counting the
number of γ-rays that are created in the target. The γ-ray spectrum was
indeed found to be empty. This result was expected. GEANT4 is capable
producing γ-rays due to nuclear de-excitation [30], but nuclear Coulomb
excitation is not possible. To simulate Coulomb excitation of nuclei, the
GOSIA simulation [29] package is required.
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The spectra obtained from the sectors were all nearly identical. This is to be
expected since all the relevant physical processes are symmetric about the
incident beam direction. A plot of 4 of the sectors in figure 31 shows this.
The data for the rings were fitted in ROOT using the MINUIT [28] fitting
program. The application of such a fit along with the associated goodness-
of-fit values are shown in figure 32. The fitting is discussed in section 6.
Figure 31: The spectra of 4 sectors of a silicon S3 CD detector simulated in GEANT4.
Figure 32: Fitting of ring B in ROOT using MINUIT.
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The raw data from the simulation of the silicon CD detector is shown in
figure 33. The values extracted from these data are discussed in section 6.
Figure 33: Results of GEANT4 simulation of the silicon S3 CD detector for
rings A to H (top panel), I to P (middle panel) and Q to X (bottom panel).
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The fitted functions of the simulations for the silicon CD detector are shown
in figure 34. The validity of the fits are discussed in section 6.
Figure 34: Fitted functions of spectra of GEANT4 simulation results for
rings A to H (top panel), I to P (middle panel) and Q to X (bottom panel).
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4.2.4 Results of GEANT4 Simulations for the Diamond Detector
The output of the simulations for the diamond CD detector is presented in
this section. Near identical results are obtained here to what was found for
the silicon CD detector. A smaller run was performed for the diamond due to
time constraints. The outermost rings therefore don’t have very good data.
The fits that were performed still gave results exactly like one would expect
for the silicon, so a longer data run wasn’t necessary. In figure 35 the raw
simulation data from the simulation of the diamond detectors is shown.
Figure 35: Results of GEANT4 simulation of the diamond S3 CD detector
for rings A to L (top panel) and M to X (bottom panel).
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The fitted functions of the simulations for the diamond CD detector are
shown in figure 36. The comparison of these results with those from the sim-
ulation of the silicon S3 CD detector and the subsequent discussion appears
in section 6.
Figure 36: Fitted functions of spectra of GEANT4 simulation results for
diamond rings A to M (top panel) and L to X (bottom panel).
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5 Experimental Tests
A Coulomb-excitation study using a 12C beam has been carried out using
the TRIUMF/ISAC-II ion-beam facility. The 12C beam was produced at an
energy of 59.7 MeV over a period of 4 days, and made to impinge upon a 3.0
mg/cm2 194Pt (96.5% enriched) target.
Figure 37: The TIGRESS HPGe γ-ray array at the TRIUMF facility.
Gamma rays emitted following the de-excitation of states in the target nuclei
were detected by eight highly efficient and segmented, Compton suppressed
TIGRESS clover detectors positioned 152 mm from the target and covering
approximately 15% of 4pi. The TIGRESS detectors subtended (θ, φ) labo-
ratory angles, in a right-handed coordinate system with the z axis down-
stream of the beam direction, of (90◦, 22.5◦), (90◦, 292.5◦), (90◦, 22.5◦), (90◦,
337.5◦), (135◦, 22.5◦), (135◦, 22.5◦), (135◦, 22.5◦) and (135◦, 292.5◦). Each
clover comprises 32-fold segmented HPGe crystals coupled with 12-fold seg-
mented Compton suppression shields. Scattered ions were detected using an
annular, double sided S3 silicon CD detector comprised of 32 sectors and 24
rings. This was mounted downstream at 1.94 cm from the target, aligned
perpendicular to the beam axis and subtending laboratory θ angles between
30.6◦ and 61.0◦. The scattered beam was fully stopped in the 140 µm thick
silicon detector. A trigger rate of ≈2000 s−1 has been monitored for this
experiment.
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Figure 38: Photo of the 194Pt target before the experiment.
Figure 39: Photo of the 194Pt target after the experiment. A small black dot can
be seen in the center of the target due to irradiation effects during the experiment.
Since the purpose of this work is to simulate the particle energy spectra
obtained from the silicon S3 CD detector, only these data are included. The
γ-ray spectra obtained from the TIGRESS detectors will be presented in
future work. The energy deposited in each of the 24 rings by the scattered
beam is shown in figure 40. It can be seen how the energy peak shifts to
lower energies as one moves to the outer rings. There is also a distinct
broadening effect that increases with an increase in scattering angle. A few
energy spectra from the sectors have been included simply to illustrate that
they differ considerably. These are shown in figure 41. The reason for this
is that these data have not been calibrated as yet. In theory, as with the
simulated results, the spectra data should be near identical. A comparison
of these data with the GEANT4 simulation data is presented in the section
6.
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Figure 40: Results of experimental tests for rings A to X of the silicon S3 CD detector.
Figure 41: Results of experimental tests for 3 of the sectors of a silicon
S3 CD detector. No calibration has been performed for these data.
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Figure 42 shows the energy spectra for various rings in the CD detector.
Figure 42: Results of experimental tests for rings A to H (top panel), I to P
(middle panel) and Q to X (bottom panel) of the silicon S3 CD detector.
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As with the results of the GEANT4 simulation, the energy spectra obtained
from the experiment have been fitted in ROOT using MINUIT. For visual
comparison, the fits of rings A to F are plotted along with the experimental
data in figure 43. The fitted functions are shown in figures 44 & 45.
Figure 43: Results of experimental tests for rings A to F of
a silicon S3 CD detector, along with their fitted functions.
Figure 44 & 45: Fitted functions of experimental energy spectra for the
silicon CD detector corresponding to rings A to M (left) and L to X (right).
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6 Discussion of Results
In order to compare the results of the GEANT4 simulations with experiment,
functions had to be fitted to the data. The method for doing so has been
mentioned - using the MINUIT package in ROOT. All the data were fitted
with Gaussian functions, but, as can be seen in figures 46 & 47, the choice
of function is questionable. The χ2 goodness-of-fit5 test indicates that the
fits are poor. A different goodness-of-fit test, the so called R2 coefficient of
determination6 yields better results. For the experimental results the value
of R2 was greater than 0.98 for all the rings, while for the simulation R2
varies from 0.99 for ring A to 0.86 for ring X. For the purposes of a meaning-
ful comparison, the fitted functions are accepted as representative of the data.
Figure 46 & 47: Fitted functions and raw data of the GEANT4 simulations
of ring A (left) and X (right) shown to illustrate the goodness-of-fit.
Parameters extracted from the fits can thus be compared. The centroid,
width and relative size of the particle energy spectra are the quantities of
interest.
In table 5 the centroids of the energy peaks of the experiment and simu-
lations are compared. The results for the silicon and diamond detectors were
nearly identical. At larger scattering angles the difference is expected to in-
5Pearson’s χ2 test is defined as χ2 =
n∑
i=1
{
(Oi − Ei)2/σ2
}
where Oi and Ei are the
observed and expected values in bin i and σ the variance.
6The R2 test is defined as R2 = 1 - SSres/SStot where SSres is the residual sum of
squares and SStot is the total sum of squares.
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Table 5: Energy of the centroid of fitted functions for the experimental results and the
GEANT4 simulations of silicon and diamond, along with the energy of a particle scattered to
the center of the applicable ring calculated with SRIM, for 12C incident on 194Pt @ 59.7 MeV.
Ring Experimental (MeV) Silicon (MeV) Diamond (MeV) SRIM (MeV)
A 54.60 54.65 54.66 54.75 ±0.20
B 54.42 54.45 54.46 54.56 ±0.21
C 54.25 54.24 54.25 54.36 ±0.21
D 54.04 54.03 54.04 54.15 ±0.22
E 53.84 53.81 53.85 53.95 ±0.23
F 53.62 53.60 53.63 53.75 ±0.24
G 53.40 53.38 53.39 53.54 ±0.25
H 53.22 53.17 53.20 53.34 ±0.25
I 53.02 52.97 52.99 53.14 ±0.26
J 52.78 52.74 52.77 52.94 ±0.27
K 52.62 52.53 52.57 52.74 ±0.28
L 52.35 52.34 52.35 52.54 ±0.29
M 52.19 52.10 52.15 52.35 ±0.29
N 51.96 51.89 51.95 52.16 ±0.30
O 51.70 51.71 51.76 51.97 ±0.31
P 51.56 51.51 51.52 51.78 ±0.32
Q 51.23 51.35 51.38 51.60 ±0.32
R 51.09 51.11 51.04 51.41 ±0.33
S 50.94 50.88 50.92 51.23 ±0.34
T 50.73 50.78 50.73 51.06 ±0.35
U 50.56 50.53 50.56 50.88 ±0.35
V 50.45 50.35 50.37 50.71 ±0.36
W 50.23 50.15 50.12 50.54 ±0.37
X 50.02 50.01 49.92 50.37 ±0.37
crease due to the low counts in the outer rings. Considering that one of the
goals at the outset of this work was to test the viability of a diamond detector
system, these results seem positive. The results should not be interpreted in
this way however. The simulations that were built for this project were rather
primitive; that is, they do not represent the full-scale testing of detector sys-
tems that is required in order to fully validate the production of such devices.
GEANT4 simulates the interaction of particles with matter and hence any
type of analysis of a detector system that includes the electronics of such
a system cannot be tested directly. The simulation itself simply measures
the loss of energy of the scattered particles, hence any material would suffice
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as a detector material as long as it completely stops the impinging particle.
Semiconductor material properties that are so vital to a detector system are
also not taken into consideration since the basic definition of materials in
GEANT4 only includes parameters such as atomic mass and density of the
desired materials. More sophisticated methods for testing detector systems
have been done to great effect [21], but such simulations are beyond the scope
of this work. The results provided herein do however represent a first step
in simulating diamond detectors thoroughly through GEANT4 simulations.
Subsequent discussions will omit results from the simulation of the diamond
detector due to its results being, in effect, the same as that for silicon.
Figure 48: Centroid energy vs scattering angle θ comparison of Ex-
perimental results, GEANT4 simulations and SRIM calculations.
Figure 48 is constructed from the values in table 5. The values of the cen-
troids of the energy peaks obtained by GEANT4 are in excellent agreement
with the experimental results. As discussed in section 3.6, the SRIM calcu-
lations are not expected to be very accurate. It was not the goal of this work
to obtain accurate values for the energy centroids using SRIM. It was mainly
used as a general measure of accuracy during the building of the GEANT4
simulation. For this reason, only 2 iterations were used as the 12C ion tra-
versed the 194. An accurate simulation of the shapes of the peaks is of value
in this work, therefore a framework that offers sophisticated Monte Carlo
simulations, such as GEANT4, is necessary.
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As discussed in section 4.2, GEANT4 has been proven to simulate the cross
section well for Rutherford scattering. However, the concurrent simulation
of Rutherford scattering with energy loss due to stopping powers has not.
In figure 49 the differential cross section is represented as a scattered frac-
tion - i.e. the number of particles scattered into each ring segment as a
percentage of the total number of incident particles. GEANT4 is found to
follow the theoretical prediction of the Rutherford scattering cross section
very accurately.
Figure 49: A comparison of the percentage of particles scattered into each ring, num-
bered 1 to 24, for the experimental results, GEANT4 and values obtained through
calculations of the differential cross section with the appropriate conditions.
The deviation of the experimental results from this curve can be attributed to
various factors. It is expected that the inner rings will be more damaged due
to irradiation than those at larger scattering angles. This is a possible expla-
nation for the deviation of the inner rings from the curves representing the
GEANT4 and theoretical cross sections. For the outer rings, the electronic
mechanisms and dead layers affect the data more due to the increase in an-
gle and consequently larger solid angle presented by these detector features.
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Background noise and the resolution of the detector will also influence the
total number of counts obtained. Additionally, the exact number of particles
produced for the experiment is difficult to ascertain, so the normalization of
this curve is not very accurate. Nevertheless, the counts of each ring element
relative to the others will not change. The scattered fraction of particles into
each ring element is shown in table 6. The experimental values are omitted
from the table due to the uncertainty of the total number of incident particles
in the experiment.
Table 6: Comparison of theoretical and GEANT4 differential cross sections
by comparing percentage of particles scattered into each detector element.
Ring Theoretical (%) GEANT4 (%)
A 1.46×10−3 1.52×10−3
B 1.15×10−3 1.19×10−3
C 9.25×10−4 9.45×10−4
D 7.55×10−4 7.78×10−4
E 6.25×10−4 6.38×10−4
F 5.23×10−4 5.24×10−4
G 4.42×10−4 4.48×10−4
H 3.78×10−4 3.81×10−4
I 3.26×10−4 3.25×10−4
J 2.83×10−4 2.85×10−4
K 2.47×10−4 2.45×10−4
L 2.18×10−4 2.16×10−4
M 1.93×10−4 1.90×10−4
N 1.72×10−4 1.67×10−4
O 1.53×10−4 1.50×10−4
P 1.38×10−4 1.36×10−4
Q 1.25×10−4 1.22×10−4
R 1.13×10−4 1.10×10−4
S 1.03×10−4 1.01×10−4
T 9.36×10−5 9.06×10−5
U 8.58×10−5 8.38×10−5
V 7.88×10−5 7.66×10−5
W 7.26×10−5 7.14×10−5
X 6.71×10−5 6.61×10−5
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The broadening of the energy peaks due to an increase in target thickness is
characterized by the FWHM of the function fit to the data. A comparison
of the FWHM of the results from the GEANT4 simulation and the experi-
mental tests is presented in table 7. The spectra obtained from experiment
have a larger FWHM than any of their corresponding values obtained with
GEANT4. For the inner rings, the difference in FWHM is larger between the
two sets of data than for the outer rings. The energy lost due to the stopping
power of the target is directly related to the broadening of the energy peaks.
The greater the stopping power of the material, or the target thickness, the
more broadening will be observed.
Table 7: Comparison of the FWHM of the energy peaks obtained
from the GEANT4 simulations and the experimental tests.
Ring Experimental (MeV) GEANT4 (MeV)
A 1.19 0.58
B 1.22 0.65
C 1.27 0.74
D 1.32 0.83
E 1.38 0.92
F 1.43 1.02
G 1.49 1.11
H 1.57 1.21
I 1.66 1.32
J 1.74 1.43
K 1.82 1.55
L 1.91 1.65
M 2.01 1.78
N 2.11 1.88
O 2.22 2.01
P 2.34 2.08
Q 2.46 2.20
R 2.57 2.35
S 2.69 2.44
T 2.82 2.56
U 2.98 2.67
V 3.10 2.78
W 3.24 2.89
X 3.41 2.99
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The simulated spectra are expected to differ substantially from the exper-
imental spectra in terms of the broadening of the peaks. The silicon S3
CD detector, as with any detector system, has an inherent resolution. The
current created due to the creation of electron-hole pairs in the semiconduc-
tor material is not in one-to-one agreement with the energy deposited by the
particle that is stopped in the detector volume. As mentioned before, a semi-
conductor is damaged by irradiation during particle detection experiments
- this will also affect its efficiency and contribute to the broadening of the
obtained energy peaks. Other factors like background noise also influence
the spectra. Another possible reason for the greater broadening of the peaks
observed in the experimental data is a variation in beam direction during the
experiment. For these reasons the experimental peaks were expected to have
greater broadening than those from the GEANT4 simulation. The simulated
peaks may be artificially broadened to correspond to the experimental peaks.
A method for doing this will be discussed briefly in section 7.
Figure 50: Comparison of raw experimental and GEANT4 data of rings B, C and D.
In figure 50 the shapes of spectra for 3 of the rings obtained by experiment
and GEANT4 simulations are compared. The GEANT4 spectra had to be
vertically scaled for this comparison. It is clear that these spectra differ
considerably due to the increased broadening of the experimental peaks.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
GEANT4 simulations of 12C ions scattered through a 194Pt target at energies
below the Coulomb barrier produce results in excellent agreement with the
theoretical and experimental values. The values of the energy centroids as
compared in table 5 show close correlation between the experimental and sim-
ulated values for each of the rings. Similarly, the comparison of the Ruther-
ford cross sections in figure 49 shows that GEANT4 follows the theoretical
cross sections throughout the angular range of the CD detector.
The accuracy of GEANT4 in simulating the energy loss in matter of a 12C
ion has been previously studied in human tissue [26], but not in the heavier
targets simulated in this work. In addition to this energy loss, the concur-
rent simulation of Rutherford scattering to obtain particle energy spectra at
different scattering angles has not been performed before. GEANT4 is used
in a variety of fields, as mentioned in section 4.1, but the most active areas of
research are high energy particle physics, space physics and medical physics.
The results of this simulation validate the use of GEANT4 for simulating
particle energy detectors at energies below the Coulomb barrier. Due to the
close correlation between the GEANT4 results and the theoretical predic-
tions, the conclusion is made that the differences between the experimental
and GEANT4 cross sections are strictly due to factors related to the detector
instrument, and not to fundamental physical principles.
During the course of this work, it has become apparent that certain aspects
of the simulation and subsequent analysis can be improved. A variation in
beam direction, however small, will broaden the simulated peaks. This can
be implemented in GEANT4. Very precise beam diagnostics are required for
this. The geometry of the CD detector can be improved by an addition of
dead layers and electronic mechanisms. If one considers the simulated results
of the outermost rings, then the value of performing an optimized, high-count
run of the simulation are worth considering. GEANT4 simulations have been
done at Center for High Performance Computing7 [40] before, and similarly,
future simulations built on this work will benefit considerably from the extra
computing power offered at such facilities. The fits of the data used in this
work served the purpose of comparing data sets to a reasonable accuracy.
However, the comparison of the simulated and experimental data will be
more precise if better functions can be found to fit the raw data. A tentative
7Jeyasingam Jeyasugiththan’s current PhD work (University of Cape Town) on
GEANT4 simulations have been simulated at CHPC
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suggestion of the skew Gaussian function is made for a better goodness-of-fit.
With regards to the simulation of diamond detectors, it has been mentioned
that more sophisticated methods are required for simulating such devices.
These include the use of the so-called scoring mesh that tracks physical quan-
tities in numerous cell-like volumes inside the detector. Quantities such as
surface charge, number of terminated tracks (particles that were stopped),
and a variety of others can be obtained for any position in the detector vol-
ume. To test a detector fully, its method of operation needs to be understood
in terms of these quantities. If it is known what the prerequisites for a func-
tional detector are, then the implementation and testing of such a device
in GEANT4 is, in principle, straightforward. Future deposition of diamond
layers through the hot-wire technique at the University of the Western Cape
will benefit from more detailed simulations of a double sided diamond CD
detector. Such developments will eventually expand the possibilities of run-
ning experiments with heavy ion beams at iThemba LABS.
The broadening of the peaks due to the increase in apparent thickness of
the target due to the scattering angle is observed in the simulated spectra,
but the values of the FWHM were not comparable to what was found experi-
mentally. Reasons for this were suggested in section 6. Briefly, the additional
broadening is due to the detector instrument. Incorporating the effects ob-
served in a real particle detector in GEANT4 requires further investigation.
An alternative to simulating the additional broadening due to the detector
is also plausible; a typical alpha-source may be used to obtain an energy
spectrum of a specific particle detector - in this case the silicon S3 CD de-
tector. A simulation of this situation may then be carried out in GEANT4,
and by comparing the resulting energy spectra, a broadening factor may be
extracted from the relationship between the two sets of data. In any case,
for the purpose of tagging the elastic peak, as discussed in section 1, a very
accurate and efficient method of obtaining the elastic peak shape is required
for the process to be beneficial.
In section 1 the motivation for simulating elastic peaks was given. In short,
a very accurate simulation of the position and shape of these elastic peaks
would permit a more accurate study of the inelastic peaks - as was illus-
trated in figure 3. Overall, the study of nuclear shapes would benefit from
such simulations. A high measure of accuracy is required of the simulation
in order to fulfill these purposes, and further refinements to the simulation
may provide this.
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The future analysis of the γ-ray spectrum obtained through the experiment
will be discussed briefly. A spectrum obtained during the experiment is
shown in figure 51. Particle spectra are to be calibrated by an α-source
of 239Pu, 241Am and 244Cm together with kinematics considerations for the
scattered 12C ions; both including energy losses in the 194Pt target and the
0.58-mg/cm2 thick 197Au coating on the silicon strips. An additional particle-
energy condition, | Ering − Esector |≤ 350 keV, will account for the energy
sharing between the rings and sectors and dead layers in the silicon detector.
Application of this energy condition cleans up the low- and intermediate-
energy regions of the particle spectra enabling a particle energy selection of
the 12C inelastically scattered particles.
Figure 51: A raw γ-ray spectrum obtained with the TIGRESS
spectrometer at TRIUMF for 12C incident on 194Pt @ 59.7 MeV.
During the oﬄine sorting, a particle-γ coincidence condition can be satisfied
by requiring a germanium hit and a hit in both the θ ring and φ sector of
the silicon detector within a time window of 195 ns. Background γ-rays from
the experimental hall, beam-dump decays and interactions can be suppressed
by requiring a particle-γ coincidence condition. Events with germanium hits
outside of this window are considered to be random coincidences and back-
ground subtracted. This coincidence technique has been utilized successfully
in previous TIGRESS/BAMBINO experiments.
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The relative angle between the registered particle in the silicon detector and
the γ- ray is determined using the geometric center of the hit segment in
the TIGRESS clovers. In the case of multiple crystals triggering in the same
module, the crystal with the highest deposited energy is identified and the
center of the segment with the highest energy within that crystal is used to
Doppler correct the add-back energy.
The application of a particle energy condition, | Ering − Esector |≤ 350 keV
will account for the energy sharing between the rings and sectors and dead
layers in the silicon detector. This energy condition enables a particle en-
ergy selection of the inelastic peak. This same energy sharing condition as
well as a broad particle-energy selection, which includes both inelastic and
elastic peaks, will be employed to ensure full collection of the 328 keV γ-ray
transition in 194Pt.
Following the methodology described above, a study of the Coulomb ex-
citation reaction by analysis of data from the TIGRESS γ-ray spectrometer
and the double sided silicon S3 CD detector will be carried out. The use of
GEANT4 as an aid to the particle-γ coincidence conditions will be explored
further. In this way, through obtaining accurate, clean γ-ray spectra at dif-
ferent angles, the spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the first excited state
of 12C may be measured with sufficient accuracy to draw conclusions about
its nuclear deformation.
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A Building a Simulation in GEANT4
The fundamentals of practically building a GEANT4 application are de-
scribed herein. A GEANT4 user should be able to replicate and build upon
the simulation presented in this thesis by following this section. The general
process a new user should go through is to pick an example given in the
GEANT4 package that is as similar to the desired simulation as possible,
and then edit the relevant parts. The simulation of the CD detector was
done by using the built-in novice example N03, but many of the examples
serve as good starting points. The examples shown in this section are either
from the source code used for the simulation of the CD detector, or from the
GEANT4 manual for application developers. Many other examples are pro-
vided by the GEANT4 manual in addition to the built-in examples provided
with the GEANT4 package. GEANT4.10.0 was used for this work.
It is worth noting that GEANT4.8 and GEANT4.9 were used at the outset
of this project and that the simulation carried out in this work was tech-
nically impossible to do with these versions. The problems associated with
performing the simulation in these versions are documented in appendix B.1.
A.1 Geometry
The detector geometry in GEANT4 is made of a number of logical and phys-
ical volumes. Everything that happens during the simulation happens inside
a (virtual) World volume. This World volume must contain, with some mar-
gin, all other volumes used in the detector geometry. The World volume is
usually a box.
Each volume is given different attributes regarding its shape, materials, elec-
tronic structure, particulars of visualization and other user defined proper-
ties. It is then given a position within the world volume by placing it inside
any existing volume and specifying its coordinates relative to its containing
volume. These two volumes are labeled as the “daughter” and “mother”
volume respectively. The World volume can also be a mother volume. One
exception to this process is the World volume which doesn’t have a mother.
A volume is given a shape and dimensions in GEANT4 by creating a ge-
ometrical object called a solid. One chooses from a predefined library of
solids (box, torus, cone, cylinder, trapezoid, etc.) in GEANT4 and then as-
signs a name and different parameters to the solid. For example, to create
a box that serves as the world volume the following code is added to the
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detector construction part in the source file:
G4double worldX = 1.0∗m;
G4double worldY = 0.5∗m;
G4double worldZ = 0.5∗m;
G4Box∗ worldS
= new G4Box(”world”,worldX,worldY,worldZ);
This creates a box named “world” that extends from -1.0 meters to +1.0
meters along the X axis, from -0.5 meters to +0.5 meters along the Y axis
and from -0.5 meters to +0.5 meters along the Z axis. It should thus be
noted that the actual dimensions of this (and any) volume are twice the in-
put parameters.
In addition to the physical, solid volume, a “logical volume” needs to be
defined for this World volume. The logical volume is primarily used to spec-
ify the material of the created volume, but more advanced attributes can also
be assigned using this built-in GEANT4 class. Below the code that speci-
fies the solid volume, the following is added to fill the volume with a vacuum:
G4LogicalVolume∗ worldLV
= new G4LogicalVolume(worldS,vacuum, ”World”);
This creates a logical volume named “worldLV” for the World box that con-
tains all the attributes of the box.
The final step required to complete the construction of this volume is to
place it. Since the current example is the World volume, it won’t be placed
inside any other volume:
G4LogicalVolume∗ worldPV
= new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(),
worldLV, ”World”,0, false,0, fCheckOverlaps);
The first 7 parameters passed to the GEANT4 class G4PVPlacement are:
The rotation of the solid, its translation position relative to its mother, its
logical volume, its name, its mother volume, any relevant boolean operations
and its copy number. Zero is passed as the fifth parameter since the World
volume doesn’t have a mother. An additional argument, fCheckOverlaps, has
been added to the class to explicitly check that there are no overlaps between
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logical volumes. This function has been created specifically for this simula-
tion and is thus non-standard, so it should normally be omitted by the user
since G4PVPlacement expects only 7 parameters. It is however very useful
and relatively common as it is the most efficient method of checking whether
the geometry is correct, therefore it is highly recommended.
The other two volumes used in the simulation, the 194Pt target and the CD
detector, are also included in this section. Below is the code for the 194Pt
target:
G4double targetRadius = 1.∗cm;
G4double targetLength = 0.0007∗mm;
Note that the radial size of the target has been greatly increased for vi-
sualization purposes. The actual length of the target will be twice the value
passed on to the GEANT4 class tubs, as was the case with the box example
at the beginning of the section.
G4ThreeVector positionTarget = G4ThreeVector(0,0,−1.94∗cm);
G4Tubs∗ targetS
= new G4Tubs(”target”,0., targetRadius, targetLength,0.∗deg,360.∗deg);
Once again, the definition of the solid volume is followed by defining its logi-
cal volume and then its placement. Note the slight difference in the definition
here and the one above for the World volume. For any volume other than
the World volume, the usage of G4PVPlacement is done in the following way:
fLogicTarget =
new G4LogicalVolume(targetS, fTargetMaterial, ”TargetLog”,0,0,0);
new G4PVPlacement(0,positionTarget, fLogicTarget, ”TargetPhy”,
worldLV, false,0, fCheckOverlaps);
From the above it can be seen that the mother volume of the target is the
World volume. Defining the CD detector is more complicated than the above
example, since there are 24 rings and 32 sectors, there are thus 768 individual
detector segments. Instead of having very complicated code to implement
this, two separate simulations - one for the rings and one for sectors, were
done. This was done by using the tubs class and, for the rings, incrementing
the inner and outer radius of the tub class 24 times, while the sectors are
simulated by incrementing over the angle 32 times. It is worth mentioning
that one cannot simply create a loop and increment these volumes in the
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obvious way; The method for doing this properly in GEANT4 is to use the
parameter, copy number, that is passed when creating a logical volume. Fol-
lowing convention, the detector is referred to as “tracker” throughout the
code. The code for the detector rings is included below:
G4ThreeVector positionTracker
= G4ThreeVector(0,0,0);
G4Tubs∗ trackerS
= new G4Tubs(”tracker”,0,6∗cm,0.3∗cm,0.∗deg,360.∗deg);
G4LogicalVolume ∗trackerLV
= new G4LogicalVolume(trackerS,vacuum, ”TrackerLog”,0,0,0);
new G4PVPlacement(0,positionTracker, trackerLV, ”TrackerPhy”,
worldLV, false,0, fCheckOverlaps);
The CD detector needs to be made “sensitive”. This means that the tracking
of particles and their energy loss at each step of the simulation is available
to the user. This is done as by invoking the GEANT4 sensitive detector
manager. In the code below “SD” refers to sensitive detector:
G4String trackerChamberSDname
= ”TrackerChamberSD”
TrackerSD∗ aTrackerSD
= new TrackerSD(trackerChamberSDname,
”TrackerHitsCollection”);
G4SDManager :: GetSDMpointer()
− > AddNewDetector(aTrackerSD);
The following code creates the 24 rings of the CD detector and the 0.58
mg/cm2 gold layer:
for(G4intcopyNo = 0; copyNo < 25; copyNo + +) {
if(copyNo < 24){
G4double Zposition = 0.0;
G4double innerRadius = 1.148∗cm+
copyNo∗0.0886∗cm + copyNo∗0.01∗cm;
G4double outerRadius = 1.148∗cm + copyNo∗0.0886 ∗ cm+
copyNo∗0.01∗cm + 0.0886∗cm;
G4Tubs∗ chamberS
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= new G4Tubs(”chamber”, innerRadius,
outerRadius,0.07.∗mm,0.∗deg,360.∗deg);
fLogicChamber[copyNo]
= new G4LogicalVolume(chamberS,
fChamberMaterial, ”ChamberLog”,0,0,0);
fLogicChamber[copyNo]
− > SetSensitiveDetector(aTrackerSD);
rmaxIncr = 0.5∗(lastLength− firstLength)/(23);
new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(0,0,Zposition),
fLogicChamber[copyNo], ”ChamberPhy”,
trackerLV, false, copyNo, fCheckOverlaps);
}
if(copyNo = 25){
G4double rmax = rmaxFirst + copyNo ∗ rmaxIncr;
G4double innerRadious = 0.9 ∗ cm;
G4double outerRadious = 1.2 ∗ cm + copyNo ∗ 0.2 ∗ cm;
G4double halfWidth = 0.00030052/2 ∗mm;
G4double Zposition = −0.07− halfWidth ∗mm;
G4Tubs∗ chamberS
= new G4Tubs(”chamber”, innerRadius,
outerRadius,0.07∗mm,0. ∗ deg,360. ∗ deg);
fLogicChamber[copyNo] =
new G4LogicalVolume(chamberS,
fChamber2Material, ”ChamberLog”,0,0,0);
new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(0,0,Zposition),
fLogicChamber[copyNo], ”ChamberPhy”,
trackerLV, false, copyNo, fCheckOverlaps);
}
}
The above constitutes the entire geometry for the simulation and serves as
an example for creating any other volumes that the user requires. The last
if statement creates the gold layer implanted on the silicon. How materials
assigned to variables such as fChamberMaterial are defined is shown in
the next section.
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A.2 Materials
GEANT4 allows the user to specify any material for the geometrical ob-
jects defined in the detector construction. This is done by either using one
of the preconstructed elements, isotopes or materials, or by constructing
new materials through these three classes: G4Isotope, G4Element and
G4Materials.
The G4Isotope class describes the properties of isotopes:
• Atomic number
• Number of nucleons
• Atomic mass
• Shell energy
• Quantities such as cross section per atom, etc.
An example of an isotope definition is shown by the following code:
G4Isotope∗ isoU235
= new G4Isotope(”U235”,92,235,235.01∗g/mole);
This creates the isotope 235U with atomic number 92, 235 nucleons and an
atomic mass of 235.01 g/mole.
The G4Element class describes the properties of elements:
• Effective atomic number
• Effective number of nucleons
• Effective mass per mole
• Number of isotopes
• Shell energy
• Quantities such as cross section per atom, etc.
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An example of an element definition is shown by the following code:
G4Element∗ elH
= new G4Element(”Hydrogen”, ”H”,1,1.01∗g/mole);
This creates the element named Hydrogen with symbol “H”, atomic number
1 and an atomic mass of 1.01 g/mole.
An element can also be created from isotopes with different relative abun-
dances. An example of an element definition from isotopes is shown by the
following code:
G4Element∗ elU
= new G4Element(”enrichedUranium”, ”U”,2);
elU− > AddIsotope(U5, abundance = 90.∗percent;
elU− > AddIsotope(U8, abundance = 10.∗percent;
This creates the element “enriched Uranium” with symbol “U” and two com-
ponents: 90% isotope U5 (Uranium-235) and 10% isotope U8 (Uranium-238).
The Materials class describes the macroscopic properties of matter:
• Density
• State
• Temperature
• Pressure
• Macroscopic quantities like mean free path, stopping powers dE/dx etc.
An example of a material definition is shown by the following code:
density = 2.33∗g/cm3;
a = 28.09∗g/mole;
G4Material∗Si
= new G4Material(”Silicon”,14, a,density);
This creates the material silicon.
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Another method for creating a material is to define different chemical molecules
by their elemental components and then defining a mixture in terms of the
fractional mass of each of these molecules. The gas molecule C02 is defined
in this way below:
density = 27.∗g/cm3;
pressure = 50.∗atmosphere;
temperature = 325.∗kelvin;
G4Material∗ C02
= new G4Material(”C02”,density,
2,kStateGas, temperature,pressure);
C02− > AddElement(elC,1;
C02− > AddElement(elO,2);
This creates the C02 molecule by defining the appropriate density, chemi-
cal composition, state, temperature and pressure.
To conclude this section, the code showing how the 96.5% enriched 194Pt
target was created is included below:
G4Isotope∗ isoPt194 = newG4Isotope(”Pt194”,78,194);
G4Element∗ Pt = newG4Element(”Platinum”, ”Pt194”,1);
Pt− > AddIsotope(isoPt194,100.∗perCent);
G4Isotope∗ NisoPt194 = newG4Isotope(”NPt194”,78,195);
G4Element∗ NPt = newG4Element(”NPlatinum”, ”NPt194”,1);
NPt− > AddIsotope(NisoPt194,100.∗perCent);
G4Material∗ TPlatinum = newG4Material(”TPlatinum”,21.45∗g/cm3,2);
TPlatinum− > AddElement(Pt,3.5∗perCent);
TPlatinum− > AddElement(NPt,96.5∗perCent);
Using the definitions shown thus far, the following statement is made to
assign a specific, created, material to a variable:
fTargetMaterial = TPlatinum
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A.3 Particles
The following types of particles can be defined and used in a GEANT4 sim-
ulation:
• ordinary particles, such as electrons, protons and gammas
• resonant particles with very short lifetimes, such as vector mesons and
delta baryons
• nuclei, such as deuterons, alpha particles and heavy ions (including hyper
nuclei)
• quarks, di-quarks and gluons
The particles to be used in a simulation are defined in the PhysicsList part
of the program. There are three class definitions to be made for each par-
ticle type that is used; Each of these characterizes a different aspect of the
particle’s properties. G4ParticleDefinition contains the static informa-
tion of the particle, such as its name, mass, spin, life time and decay mode.
G4DynamicParticle contains the dynamic information, such as its energy,
momentum, polarization and proper time. G4Track contains information
necessary for tracking a particle during a simulation, such as time, position
and step length.
Particles are organized into six major categories:
• leptons
• mesons
• baryons
• bosons
• ions
• short-lived particles
The user is also free to define any type of particle, such as the geantino that
was defined in section 4.1.2.
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A.4 Physics Processes
At each step of a simulation, GEANT4 references a vast set of data libraries
to determine the appropriate evolution of the simulation. This is done by
specifying the desired physics processes in the Physics List part of the pro-
gram. There are seven major categories for the user to choose from:
• electromagnetic
• hadronic
• transportation
• decay
• optical
• photolepton-hadronic
• parameterization
The user can customize this aspect of the simulation to a large degree. For
instance, the logical volumes defined in the detector construction part of
the program can each have their own applied physical process. Pre-defined
physics lists are available for use and are the easiest to implement, but the
user is free to create his own custom physics list.
The physics list standardNR was used for the simulation in this work. Many
other pre-defined physics lists were tried first with little success, and StandardNR
also gave incorrect results with the older GEANT4.9.6. The user is free to
activate the desired process by defining it in the actual C++ code, or the
physics list may be referenced in batch mode or even in the script file (such
as the run.mac files in every example). This is very simply done by the com-
mand:
/Physics/addPhysics standardNR
Note that this method only works for pre-defined physics lists.
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A.5 User Action Classes
Along with the mandatory user action classes, there are five, optional, user
“hook” classes. These optional classes enable the user to output and store
data from a simulation run. These optional classes are described below:
G4UserRunAction
This class enables the user to perform actions at the beginning and end
of each run. Its uses include setting variables which affect the physics table,
initializing histograms and analyzing the results from the processed run at
its end.
G4UserEventAction
This class enables the user to perform actions at the beginning and end of
each event. Uses for this include initializing and writing data to histograms,
or to analyze the results of each event.
G4UserStackingAction
By using this class, the user can control the various stacking mechanisms
and customize access to the track stacks.
G4UserTrackingAction
This class is instantiated whenever a track is created or completed. It can be
used to decide whether a particular trajectory should be stored by comparing
it to a set of predefined trajectories and thereby save memory and computa-
tional time. Analysis of a track can also be processed upon its completion.
G4UserSteppingAction
This class can be used to customize the behaviour of the simulation at the
end of each step, or simply to analyze what is happening in the simulation
during each step.
The data analysis package, ROOT [27], was used to obtain data from the CD
detector simulation. ROOT is built to be compatible with GEANT4, and
there are built in GEANT4 classes for instantiating a ROOT output. Briefly,
the ROOT histogram was created at the beginning of each run, while the
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energy deposited in each ring was added up after each step. At the end of
each event the total energy deposited during that event is sent to a user cre-
ated class RootAnalysis which fills up the histogram. This method is much
more complicated to implement than simply outputting the energy deposited
to text files. The reason it was done in this way was to keep all the data
from the simulation in one file as opposed to having a separate file for each
sector and ring. This is possible due to ROOT storing data in a so-called
ntuple8. Fitting functions is simple in ROOT due to the built-in MINUIT [28]
minimization package. Various data analysis functions such as this are incor-
porated into ROOT, and this type of functionality thus makes ROOT a very
effective environment for the data output of a simulation. With ROOT it is
also possible to view an energy spectrum mere seconds after the simulation
is completed.
8A tuple is a data structure that has a specific number and sequence of elements.
ROOT calls its tuples ntuples.
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B GEANT4 Troubleshooting
A user may encounter many erroneous results in the course of performing
GEANT4 simulations. The major difficulties encountered in the course of
this work are documented in this section. In section B.1 the failed attempt
to concurrently simulate (using versions of GEANT4 prior to GEANT4.10)
Rutherford scattering and energy loss due to the stopping power of the target
is discussed. In section B.2 a user mistake and the discovery of the solution
is documented.
B.1 Simulations using GEANT4.9
The results of performing the simulation in GEANT4.9 is shown in figure
52. The only difference between the energy spectra obtained for the different
rings are the amount of counts in the peaks, i.e. the cross sections. The
peaks are not shifted to lower energies at larger scattering angles and the
broadening of all the peaks is identical. The peaks are also found at the
improbable energy of ≈37.5 MeV. Clearly the results are nonsensical.
Figure 52: Simulation of the silicon CD detector in GEANT4.9.
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The reason for these results was only found when the simulation was pre-
sented to Dr. Alexander Howard who is part of the group that develops
and maintains GEANT4: versions 8 and 9 of GEANT4 were never tested for
particle detection of this kind and were not simulating the physical processes
correctly. Version 10 only launched late 2013, and this led to a delay of this
work. GEANT4 users should thus investigate whether the simulation they
are attempting to write is viable, i.e. something similar has been done suc-
cessfully, before undertaking the task. Previously, a user would have had to
rewrite the GEANT4 source code or have implemented a novel solution to
the problem to obtain sensible results.
Figure 53: An example of incident particles directed
at a specific ring element as opposed to a proper
simulation of Rutherford scattering in the target [37].
In simulations of particle energy detectors where Rutherford scattering is of
importance, the method of shooting the incident particles at different angles
through the target has been used previously [37]. This method is an artificial
way of simulating elastic Rutherford scattering and has inherent limitations.
When choosing a scattering angle corresponding to the center of a detector
element, say a ring as in the CD detector, then all scattering angles that
would result in the particle being detected in the ring are omitted except
the angle corresponding to the very center of the ring. Moreover, in such
a simulation the scattering position in the target has to be assumed. The
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results of using this method are therefore incorrect on account of these two
simplifications. A visualization of such a simulation is shown in figure 53. In
a very practical sense, the simulation would, in the case of the silicon S3 CD
detector, have to be repeated 24 times - once for each scattering angle. More
importantly, the very use of GEANT4 for such a simulation comes into ques-
tion. The only benefit in using GEANT4 for such a simulation over much
simpler methods such as SRIM calculations would be the spread of energies
of the resulting energy spectrum. But this spread of the energy spectrum
(measured in one specific ring) has, in and of itself, no value since it is not
related to the spread one would find by experiment or proper simulation
methods. An energy spectrum that is simulated properly has to take into
account that elastic Rutherford scattering may occur anywhere inside the
target and that particles may be detected at any position in the detector
element. The probability of scattering (from the cross section of the interac-
tion) everywhere in the target is not the same however, which is why such
calculations are impractical without a powerful simulation environment such
as GEANT4. For the two aforementioned reasons, the position of scattering
in the target and the range of scattering angles corresponding to a specific
detector element, such simulations hold little practical value as opposed to
much simpler methods that offer the same results.
Figure 54: Energy measurements in a particle detector at various
angles by varying the incident direction of the beam in GEANT4 [37].
In figure 54 the results of such an artificial simulation of Rutherford scat-
tering in GEANT4 are shown. These results could be replicated by simply
doing a SRIM calculation. This was, in fact, done in section 3.6. The spread
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in energy measured in each ring may also potentially be calculated by using
the TRIM package.
A brief explanation of the reasons for the inability of older versions of GEANT4
to properly simulate what was done in this work is given here. Before
GEANT4.10 there was an inconsistency between hadronic elastic scattering
and multiple scattering models. Versions of GEANT4 older than GEANT4.8
may not have had this problem, but it is difficult ascertain this since there
are four models that would have to be investigated - hadronic elastic, mul-
tiple scattering, single scattering and ionization energy loss that are shared
across two working group categories (EM and hadronic). The usage of the
single scattering model should have given correct results in earlier versions of
GEANT4, but there would have been some form of double counting between
the hadronic elastic and the electromagnetic scattering. Usage of multiple
scattering models would also result in incorrect results as only the scattered
particle’s direction would be changed but not its energy.
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B.2 Anomaly in Simulated Results of Ring A
During the course of analyzing the data obtained from the GEANT4 simu-
lations, it was found that the energy peak simulated for ring A was higher
than expected relative to the other peaks. Moreover, the amount of counts in
this peak was larger than expected by a factor of about 2.5. These findings
are indicated in figure 55. The reason for the anomaly will be presented in
this section.
Figure 55: The faulty energy spectrum obtained from GEANT4 simulations
(top panel) and the difference in energy in successive rings (bottom panel).
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The reason for the erroneous results obtained from the simulation is the
manner in which the detector geometry was constructed. Briefly, the detec-
tor was assigned a thickness that was too large and this influenced the data
obtained for ring A. The CD detector was initially given a thickness of 25
mm. This was done for visualization purposes, but was not changed at a
later stage because it was considered to not have any effect on the output
of the simulation. It is not obvious that the thickness of the detector will
influence the results, after all, all the particles are stopped in the detector in
any case.
If we consider that the maximum amount of energy a particle should have
when striking the CD detector is when it is scattered with the smallest pos-
sible angle by the target (see figure 56), then the thickness of the detector
starts playing an important factor in the resulting spectra for ring A.
Figure 56: Shortest path of a scattered particle striking the front side of ring A.
The full width of each ring is 1 mm, but the apparent width of ring A is in-
creased by the thickness of the CD detector. A particle may thus strike ring
A on its inside and deposit its energy. This is visually represented in figure 57.
The effect of the overly thick detector was investigated and a discussion on
the findings follows. Note that this investigation was carried out before the
gold layer was added to the detector - the energies discussed will therefore
be higher than what was eventually obtained through the simulations. Fur-
thermore, the geometry of the simulation was not optimized yet according
to exact factory specifications, so the width of each ring was specified as 1
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mm. This has a small effect on the angles used in this calculation. Impor-
tantly, the relative energy positions between the peaks and their counts are
the quantities of interest, therefore the unrefined version of the simulation is
appropriate for this discussion.
Figure 57: Scattered particles striking the inside of ring A.
The scattering angle corresponding to what the maximum energy should be
upon reaching ring A (when striking the inner edge as in figure 56) is given
by θ = 29.55°. Performing SRIM calculations and considering the energy
transferred due to Rutherford scattering for this scattering angle results in
an energy of 55.25 MeV. The projected range of a 55.25 MeV 12C particle
in silicon, once again calculated with SRIM, is approximately 73 µm. This
thickness would thus have been sufficient to stop any relevant particle in the
detector completely.
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Figure 58: A diagram illustrating the methodology in establishing the
apparent width of ring A for all particles completely stopped in its volume.
For the 25 mm thick CD detector, geometrical arguments can be used to find
the highest energy particles that are completely stopped in the simulations,
as well as the apparent thickness of the simulated CD detector for all particles
that are stopped completely. Consider the geometrical representation of a
the highest energy particle stopped completely in the detector as shown in
figure 58. Particles that are not stopped in the detector are not of interest
because the manner in which the scoring has been defined in the GEANT4
code is to only add the total energy lost to the relevant bin once the particles
reaches zero energy. Therefore, particles scattered at angles smaller than θ
as shown in figure 58 will not be seen by the detector. Hence the need for
establishing theta to find the apparent thickness as illustrated in figure 59.
Figure 59: A diagram illustrating the apparent width of ring
A. All particles scattered within this region will be completely
absorbed and hence be represented by the simulation output.
In principle, this problem is solvable analytically when one consider that the
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path length of this particle in the detector, r, is dependent on its energy,
which is in turn dependent on the scattering angle θ. Since the energy is
larger for smaller angles of θ, the particle scattered at an angle θ which is
stopped at the very end of the detector will have deposited the maximum
amount of energy in the target. If Escattered is the amount of energy this
particle has when reaching the detector, then one has to find the value of r
such that Escattered+(dE/dr)r = 0. This is a very complicated problem since
Escattered is dependent on θ and r is also dependent on θ. Not only this, but
from the Bethe equation (65) the value of (dE/dr) is shown to be dependent
on E. To solve for r then would require solving the following:
Escattered(θ) +
dE(E)
dr
r(θ) = 0 (68)
Additionally, the value of r(θ) is found by considering the triangles in figure
58 with sides XYR and xyr. To calculate r the lengths of either x or y are
required in addition to θ. Since these are similar, right-angled triangles, it
follows that
Y
X
=
y
x
,
Y
R
=
y
r
,
X
R
=
x
r
, R2 = X2 + Y 2, r2 = x2 + y2 (69)
Since X (the distance from the target to the detector) and Y − y (the radius
of the hole in the detector) are known, the above can be solved for r as a
function of θ and either x or y. This solution for r ends up being a 5th degree
polynomial with a further dependence on θ since x and y are dependent on
θ as well.
Instead of doing the above, an approximate solution is easier to find numer-
ically. Furthermore, since the range of the incident particle in the detector
for the energies in the simulation is of the order of tens of µm, while the
detector has a thickness of 25 mm, this range (r in figure 58) is smaller than
the dimensions of the detector by a factor of more than a thousand. The full
thickness of the detector would thus serve for calculating the apparent thick-
ness of the 25 mm thick CD detector to illustrate the erroneous data found
for ring A. Nevertheless, r was found numerically by iterating over different
scattering angles θ to find the corresponding energy E(θ), and then subtract-
ing the energy lost due to equation 65 for the appropriate path length, r(θ),
of the particle in the target. This results in θ ≈ 26.74°. Using this value of θ,
the apparent width of ring A (visualized in figure 59) is found to be 2.23 mm.
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The apparent thickness of ring A in the experiment for particles deposit-
ing all their energy in the detector is shown here to be roughly too big by
a factor of 2. This explains the higher than expected energy found for the
peak of the spectrum in ring A in the simulations relative to the other peaks,
and the higher than expected count number.
The reasoning above can be validated by calculating the scattering cross
sections for the angles corresponding to the apparent width of ring A as cal-
culated in this section, and the actual width of ring A. Equations 25 and
41 derived in section 3.3 combine to give the scattering cross section of a
projectile incident on any target nucleus. The scattering angle in the LAB
frame, θ = 26.74°converted to the CM frame is ψ = 28.33°. In the general
case of a projectile with atomic number Zp, this becomes
dσ
dΩ
(ψ) =
Z2t Z
2
pke
4
16E2
1
sin4(ψ/2)
(70)
so that
σ =
(
piZ2t Z
2
p
4
)(
ke2
E
)2(
1 + cosψ
1− cosψ
)
(71)
Here, Zt refers to the atomic number of the target nuclus,E the energy of the
projectile and e is the elementary charge constant. The scattering cross sec-
tion is then calculated using the angle corresponding to the innermost part
of the apparent and actual width of ring A, ψapparent = 28.33° and ψactual =
31.29°. The ratio of these numbers describes the theoretical factor increase
in counts due to an increased apparent width caused by making the CD
detector too thick. If σapparent and σactual are the scattering cross sections
corresponding to ψapparent = 28.33° and ψactual = 31.29° respectively, then
σapparent
σactual
=
1.69× 10−4
1.38× 10−4 = 2.66 (72)
By vertically scaling down ring A with this obtained factor, figure 60 is
obtained.
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Figure 60: Result of vertically scaling ring
A by the factor obtained in equation 72.
For further comparison, the ratio of the total counts of the experimental
results and the GEANT4 simulations of rings A and B can be analyzed. In
the experimental case,(
CountsA
CountsB
)
exp
=
8150001
6526448
≈ 1.25 (73)
This ratio is what would be expected if ring A was simulated with an appro-
priate thickness. This is not exactly true of course, due to the presence of
an inelastic peak and background in the experimental results, but since the
elastic peak is considerably larger than these, it can be accepted as approxi-
mately true. For the (faulty) GEANT4 simulation of the CD detector,(
CountsA
CountsB
)
sim
=
8150001
6526448
≈ 3.64 (74)
When dividing this result with the result of equation 72, the value of
(
CountsA
CountsB
)
sim
is then corrected. Doing this,(
CountsA
CountsB sim
σapparent
)
σactual ≈ 1.37 (75)
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This value is comparable to what was found for equation 73 and thus validates
the argument presented in this section for the anomalous size and energy of
the peak in the simulated results of ring A. This section serves as an example
of the effect the thickness of a simulated detector may have on the resulting
data.
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